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EDITORIAL: THE CULTURE WARS

The rhetorical tone surrounding the current furor over "political
correctness" has been shrill and overblown even by the standards of
the glossy infotainment magazines which crowd our newsstands.
Our colleges and universities, we are told, are being overrun by a
new fundamentalism, a new McCarthyism, even a new totalitarian
ism. A Newsweekcover story concluded by likening the "tyranny of
PC" to the dictatorship ofthe proletariat and NewYork's contribution
to the debate featured photos of the Chinese Red Guards and book
burning Nazi youths. At stake, apparently, is American education,
free speech, democracy, and the very future ofWestern civilization.
Some of the more serious journals of opinion have joined the fray
with somewhat less hyperbolic but equally hostile polemics against
the "multicultural cult" supposedly advanced by the politically cor
rect. This periodical literature has supplemented a trio of books
(Allan Bloom's TheClosingoftheAmericanMind,Roger Kimball's
TenuredRadicals, and Dinesh D'Souza's Illiberal Education) at
tacking, from various angles, an imagined takeover of the academy
by an insidious coalition of feminists, Marxists, gays, African
Americans and various left-leaning faculty members and adminis
trators. In fact, the university, while hardly dominated by radicals, is
perhaps the last sector of American life where the left has some
significant presence. Even this small influence is too much for those
intent on purging this country ofall elements ofprogressive thought
and action.

These attacks on academic multiculturalism indiscriminately
conflate and vilify under the "PC' label a considerable diversity of
ideas, issues, and movements (from literary deconstruction to date
rape to gay student organizations), but three broad sites of conflict
can be identified: faculty hiring and student admissions, curriculum
revision, and the codes and customs of campus life. Affirmative
action policies designed to redress the traditional exclusion of
women and minorities from faculties and student bodies are criti
cized for substituting quotas for considerations of merit. Efforts to
insure that curricula represent the cultural achievements of Africa,
Asia and Latin America are perceived as diluting what should be an
emphasis on Western civilization. Attempts to create a campus
environment where students are free from harassment on the basis
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of race, gender, or sexual orientation are opposed on First Amend
ment grounds.

Common to many of the critiques of multiculturalism is the
complaint that higher education in the United States is becoming
increasingly politicized. Counterposed to the diverseandcontentious
place that the. academy has become is an idealized image of the
pre-l960s university where, high above the turmoil ofpolitics, eager
students were initiated into the system of universal values and
timeless truths comprising the core of Western culture. Of course,
the reality behind this idyllic image is that until well after World War
II the student bodies and faculties of most American institutions of
higher education were overwhelmingly white, male, Christian, and
middle to upper class. Those today who complain of preferential
admission policies for minority students ignore the fact that histori
cally college admissions have been based not solely on merit, but on
race, religion, ethnicity, gender, class, and family background. Not
surprisingly the traditional curriculum of the American university
reflected the homogeneity of the campus population. Aswomen and
minorities made gradual and hard-won progress on social, political,
and economic fronts their presence in higher education increased.
Quite naturally they have struggled to make the curriculum more
representativeofthe multiculturaldiversityofboth the contemporary
United States and the world, as they have fought to make the campus
a more hospitable environment for its newly heterogeneous popula
tion. Just as naturally those whose values and interests have tradi
tionally been embodied in academic culture have fought to maintain
the status quo. However, the status quo, whether that of the academy
or the wider social world, is rarely perceived as representing a very
particular, historically contingent set of socio-political arrange
ments. The ubiquitousness of the assumptions of the existing social
system renders it an invisible natural fact, such as the air we breathe.
When movements emerge-such as those aiming to reform aca
demic culture-which radically challenge political, economic, or
cultural orthodoxies their visibility is dramatic by contrast and they
are immediately perceived and derided as being "ideological:'

One of the most remarkable and irritating aspects of the whole
PC controversy is the way that the opponents of multiculturalism
have attempted to portray themselves as being without ideology or
political partisanship and as being motivated by nothing less noble
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than the custodianship ofcivilized standards and democratic values.
Meanwhile those on the left are treated as nihilists or fanatical
ideologues as if objecting to fraternities staging mock slave auctions
or arguing that Wol1stonecraft and Hurston belong alongside Cole
ridge and Hemingway on college reading lists is tantamount to
trashing the FirstAmendment and defiling intellectual standards. To
be sure, the left has its share ofself-righteousness, zealotry, intoler
ance, and plain silliness, but are these qualities restricted to only one
end of the political spectrum? Instead of meaningfully addressing
the pressing issues of racism, sexism, and class inequities, the
assailants ofmulticulturalism focus their energies on the occasional
excesses, real or imagined, of those trying to do something about
these problems. Ofcourse, there are those in the multicultural camp
who have yet to learn that purifying language or adopting a radical
posture is no substitute for the hard work of critical thought and
poli tical action. The real danger to American society, however, is not
in the lapses of people trying to promote social and cultural change,
but in the ways in which the discrimination and inequality against
which they are fighting are ingrained in our institutions.

This debate over political correctness and multiculturalism
should be ofmore then passing interest to librarians not only because
our profession involves us closely with education and intellectual
culture, but because librarianship has its own version of the PCwars.
The current uproar over efforts to get ALA members to take progres
sive positions on international issues (South Africa, Israel), to im
plement a Poor Peoples Policy and to challenge the Columbus
Quincentennial celebrations, points to the likelihood that virtually
any attempts to critically examine library matters as they connect
with broader social currents will likely be resisted on the grounds
that politics and librarianship shouldn't mix. If, however, insisting
that library staffs and collections reflect the diversity of American
culture, if redressing the mainstream bias in our collections by
fighting for the presence of material from the "alternative" US and
international press, ifpromoting access to library meeting rooms and
exhibit spaces for controversy and debate, and ifdemanding that the
information needs, for example, of workers and labor organizations
be given the same attention as presently given to business, are
denounced as politically correct, then so be it.
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As protest against the so-called tyranny of"politicalcorrectness"
in our educational institutions engages a wider audience, those ofus
who insist on exploring the relationship between information,
knowledge, and power as it expresses itselfin library and society will
inevitably be tarred with the PCbrush. But we, like our counterparts
in the field of education, journalism, the arts, etc., must recognize
that what is at stake is more than malicious name-calling. Behind the
anti-PC campaign is the political agenda of those who would halt
and reverse the momentum of cultural democratization in America
and re-impose the old uniformity, intolerance and chauvinism on our
institutions. One can anticipate as well that the effects of this cam
paign will not be confined to the halls ofacademe for long as the flap
over political correctness begins to fuel the passions of right-wing
book-burning types, anti-abortion fanatics and assorted bigots.

The editors of Progressive Librarian therefore applaud and
endorse the initiative taken by a group of prominent academics
including Henry Louis Gates, Stanley Fish and Wayne Booth in
organizing Teachers for a Democratic Culture, an organization
which is outspokenly challenging the "mischievous misinterpreta
tions" promoted by the anti-PCsquad. Along with them we "support
the right ofscholars and teachers to raise questions about the relations
of culture, scholarship, and education to politics - not in order to
shut down debate on such issues, but to open it."

We believe librarians have an obligation to widen and invigorate
a "public sphere" of discourse. We must therefore makesure that, in
our own field, controversy over the parameters of a democratic
culture is not muted by fear of the snide-and dishonest-epithet
"PC."
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THE PRO...MACHINE BIAS:
THE FATE OF THE LUDDITES

DAvid LiNTON

When either a casual reader or serious student comes upon an
unfamiliarwork and is prompted by curiosity or need to find out what
it means, that is, to "look it up," the common response is to tum to
the library's reference books for authoritative and objective defini
tions. After all, our dictionaries and encyclopedias are widely
thought of as value-free sources ofmeaning, perhaps even the source
of TRUTH! The child who argues, "It's not a word; it's not in the
dictionary!" and the Scrabble player who calls in the Webster to
challenge the validity of an opponent's layout of letter tiles are both
responding to the special place these mostly anonymous entries in
their unabridged thickness and multi-volumned erudition hold for
us. These are the sources the non-professional researcher turns to,
not the extended histories and nuanced discussions found in special
ized works. For many, looking something up in a dictionary or
encyclopedia is all the research they will ever do.

But how reliable are these sources; are they consistent; are they
objective or are there editorial perspectives embedded in the entries?
To answer these questions, I recently visited the library of a major
research university to see what the reference books had to say about
the word "Luddite." I became interested in the use of this word a few
years ago upon reading Ian Reinecke's discussion, in Electronic
Illusions, of how our culture enshrines technological developments
while discrediting those who resist or question their implementation.
As he points out, a Luddite is widely thought to be "a machine
breaker, one who stands in the way of progress, an ignoramus, an
untutored primitive who resorts to instant violence" (25). [The
author's references are grouped alphabetically at the end of the
article. The numbers in the text indicate which item is being referred
to. When several editions have been studied, each is listed sepa
rately.] How, I wondered, did this meaning come about, and who
were the people who first bore this name? Historians of early 19th
century England report that the Luddites were an unorganized group
of textile workers in a few shires in England who, between 1811 and
1816, took it upon themselves to attempt to destroy the machines that
were costing them their jobs. Their efforts failed: some were exe-
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cuted and others were deported; new framing machines were in
stalled;jobs were lost (26, 27). Andbefore long the term"Luddite,"
which had been used with a sense of mockingpride by the laborers
to represent their defiance of authority, came to mean mindless
machinebreakers. Lost from the semantic environment, at least in
colloquialusage,were the sentimentsof the daycapturedin the folk
ditty:

Chantno moreyourold rhymes aboutboldRobinHood,
His featsI but littleadmire.
I willsingtheAchievements ofGeneralLudd;
Now theHeroofNottinghamshire.

Whilesome19thcentury workers mayhaveconsidered "General
Ludd"a hero, suchisnotthecasetoday. Ifa curious readerencountered
"Luddite," a fairly widely used allusion, in a magazine and turnedto
the "standard" references for explanation, what wouldbe found? Do
the reference workssupport the devaluation of the termor do theyset
the record straight?

Havingexaminedall of the availableEnglishlanguagediction
ariesandencyclopedias in theuniversity libraryI visited,the follow
ing is a reportof those findings.

Thematerialincludedthirtydifferentbooks:elevenworks iden
tified themselves as encyclopedias, most in multi-volumesets and a
few in single volume, concise editions; different editions were ex
aminedtocheckforlongitudinal change;six unabridgeddictionaries
were also examined. .

Fourof theworkscontainednoentryon theLudditesor Luddism
(4, 5, 18, 22). Two of thesewere singlevolume desk referencesfor
popular use. Omission of information about early 19th century
English history is not surprising in the case of concise editions.
However, its omission from the 1976 Collier's and the 1966
Compton's is noteworthy especiallyas the ComptonCompanyiden
tifies itself as a "Divisionof Encyclopaedia Britannica,Inc." which
meansit had easy access to the Britannica's detailedLudditeentry.
The Compton's title page proclaims a lofty mission, "To Inspire
Ambition, to Stimulate the Imagination, to Provide the Inquiring
Mind with Accurate InformationTold in an Interesting Style, and
Thus Lead into BroaderFieldsof Knowledge-Such is the Purpose
of ThisWork."Oneis leftwonderingwhat it is about the historyand
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purposes of the Luddites that disqualifies them from inclusion. Did
the people at Compton's not wish to inspire the ambition to question
technological change or to stimulate the imagination to ponder the
consequences of the introduction of mechanical devices into the
workplace?

Obviously, asking why something is left out is a speculative
endeavor, so let us tum to the works that do include entries. The
language in these is sometimes suffused with attitudes and judge
ments toward the subject. And since standard reference works com
monly violate the norms of scholarship by not telling the reader
where the information comes from, it's often impossible to check the
primary sources to ascertain whether the judgements are those of the
editors or their sources. Therefore, a few more details about the
historical events themselves should help set the scene for an exami
nation of the entries.

Historians of the period generally agree that the origins of the
term Luddite and who Ludd was have not been conclusively estab
lished. Some say a young man, perhaps with a cognitive disability,
named Ned Ludd once misunderstood an order and accidently
smashed his framing machine. Others contend it was done purposely
in a fit ofanger. Whatever the impetus, it seems that it became a joke
line that whenevera machine got smashed, for any reason, one might
say something like, "Ludd must have been here." From this construc
tion it's a short step to ironically applying the name of Ludd to
vandalism for political purposes. To further invest the idea with irony
and humor, those engaged in the acts referred to their make-believe
leader as King Ludd or General Ludd, thereby mocking the title of
esteem by associating it with a story of one whose disability made
him the target of ridicule.

Given how little has actually been discovered about the original
Ludd, it is interesting to see how he is characterized in the reference
books. The entries in these works contain descriptive language about
Ludd himself as well as about the movement that came to bear his
name fall roughly into three value categories: Those which present
the Luddites, their actions and their plight in a somewhat sympathetic
way; those which strive for neutrality; and those which are hostile
toward them.
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To begin with, there's some question as to whether the person
in questionwas even namedLudd. Thomissuggests it was actually
Ludlum, and thatLuddwasjust a convenientabbreviation(26). But,
whether Ludlum or Ludd, consider how the person whose name
cameto beashort-handreferenceforeitheraskepticalor reactionary
(take your pick) response to new technologies is described.In three
entrieshe is "an imbecile"(2, 23, 28), in one he's "an idiot" (20), in
another he's "half-witted" (29), and in two he's "a person of weak
intellect" (10, 21). On the other hand, some sources choose not to
engage in such denigrating characterizations but rather strive for
neutral phraseslike "a personwho broke stocking-frames in 1779"
(30) and one "who haddestroyedsomestocking-frames thirtyyears
before"(18). Closetotheseis theRandomHouseDictionarydescrip
tionwhichcallshimthe"workerwhooriginatedtheidea[ofmachine
breaking?] " (24), which attributes inventive qualities to the same
personotherscall an imbecile.

AnothersetofNedLudddescriptions questionswhetherheeven
existed.Onecallshim"possiblyimaginary"(17), another"probably
mythical" (10), and two "mythical" (6, 9) with no qualifier. In one
he is elevatedto the status of a "legendaryapprentice" (16).

NotonlydoesNedLudd's intellectandveryexistencevaryfrom
sourceto source,but he undergoes transformations fromoneedition
to another. In the 1890 and 1911 Britannica Ludd is "a person of
weak intellect" (10), but by the 1929 edition he has become"prob
ably mythical" (12), a characteristic he has maintainedthrough the
most recentedition.The foureditionsof theAmericana alsocontain
changes.The 1938 edition makes no mentionof Ludd, but in 1984
he appears as the "mythical leader 'Ned Ludd' or 'King Ludd' of
SherwoodForest" (9).

There are other interestingways that the Luddite entry varies
fromeditionto editionof single titles.Considerwhat happensin the
Britannica and theAmericana, the twoworkswhich I examinedthat
were available in several editions.The brief 1938 Americana entry
consistsof the following 61 words:

LUDDITES, in British history a name given to rioters in
1811-16, in Yorkshire, Lancashire and Nottinghamshire, in
England, who attributedthe prevailingdistress to the intro
ductionof machinery in manufactures, and did a great deal
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of damage in destroying it. For a time these counties were
in a perpetual state of disturbance, but on the return of
prosperity the riots ceased.

The vagueness of the entry borders on evasion. What was the
"prevailingdistress" and how much is "a great deal ofdamage"? The
closing sentence loses sight of the Luddites and shifts to concern for
the counties which are perpetually being disturbed. And the claim
that prosperity brought an end to the "riots" overlooks the possibility
that executing groups of Luddites and transporting others to the
colonies may have also had a dampening effect. But no matter how
soft the 1938 treatment was, it provided more information than the
1964 edition for in that year the Luddites disappeared completely.
Future research might reveal if the political climate of the late 50's
and early 60's accounts for this omission, but by 1984 the Luddites
were rehabilitated by the Americana in a long entry by Harvey L.
Friedman of the University of Massachusetts, as the end-of-entry
identification describes its author.

This entry, which is repeated in the current (1989) edition, is
among the most historical ofall the entries that I read. By "historical"
I mean not only that Friedman gives the usual dates and details, but
that he is concerned with context and cause. He indicates that both
changes in working conditions and lackofgovernment action to help
displaced workers contributed to the problems, and he avoids the
easy label "riots," instead calling the events "direct industrial action,"
a term which invites more thought as to their etiology. This entry is
unique in that it describes the events in such a way as to capture their
organic nature, stating that "the movement succeeded partially and
temporarily in intimidating employers and improving conditions."
Most other entries imply that since this particular labor movement
failed and faded from the political scene, at least in its guisedujure,
it was, therefore, over and of no consequence. Such writing, it seems
to me, is essentially ahistorical. I am curious to see if future Ameri
canaeditions, edited by scholars schooled in the Reagan/Bush era's
"end of history" view, return to the perspective of the 1938 or 1964
version.

\

Another valuable and unique quality of the Friedman entry is its
addition of a two sentence reference to a similar response to indus
trialization that occurred in France where 'some workers threw their
wooden shoes (sabots) into machines, thereby giving us the word
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sabotage. This passing etymological fillip elegantly links the plight
of the Luddites to that ofworkers throughout rapidly industrializing
Europe.

The changes detected in the Luddite entry over five editions and
eighty-four years of the Britannica are less dramatic than those in
the Americanabut interesting none the less.

Although historians such as Thomis and Thompson contend that
there is little to support the belief that the angry workers were part
of any kind of mass movement, the Britannica begins every one of
its entries with the assertion that the Luddites were "organized
bands" who "rioted." If "organized" means that the actions they
performed required planning when to get together and where to go
to bust-up some textile machinery, then I suppose the term fits. But
I wonder if the word "organized" doesn't exaggerate both the extent
of the activities and the magnitude of the threat posed. The continued
use of the word "riot" or "rioters" in every opening sentence gives
the Luddites an anarchistic cast which invites the reader to feel relief
that they are no longer about; no one, after all, wants to live in a time
and place in which rioters are constantly on the loose.

Over the years, the Britannica has changed its mind about why
the Luddites were rioting in the first place. The 1890 edition contends
that "riots arose out of the severe distress caused by commercial
depression and the consequent want of employment. . . [and the]
widespread prejudice that [machinery] directly operated in produc
ing a scarcity of labour." But in 1911 we find that, "Tlie riots arose
out of the severe distress caused by the war with France." By 1929
(in Volume 14, Libido to Mary Queen ofScots), the war with France
is no longer a cause, the focus is limited to mechanization, and
"distress" returns: "Great distress had been caused by the dismissal
of handicraftsmen in the areas in which such machinery was intro
duced." This sentence remains virtually unchanged forty years later
in the 1969 edition, but there's a subtle shift in the description of
local support for the Luddites. In 1929, "The rioters were supported
by local public opinion," but by 1969 they were merely "sometimes
supported," a clear erosion of their mandate. Finally, the 1974
Micropaedia edition tells the reader that Luddites were "noted for
the destruction of the textile machinery that was displacing them,"
while the Macropaedia edition, strangely, has no entry at all for
Luddites.

12
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As one might expect, such shifts, contradictions and disagree
ments occuramong the various sources as well as within the different
editions of one source. Sometimes the editorial voice intrudes
blatently as the mostly anonymous writers state their own views of
the wisdom and purpose ofthe Luddites' actions. One 1961 compiler
patronizes the poor, benighted Luddites by telling his readers that
they acted "from the mistaken notion that the introduction of ma
chinery tended to lessen the demand for manual labor" (17). Simi
larly, in 1902 a writer states.tbat-theywere "under the delusion that
these [machines] diminished employment" (2). Most references are
more subtle or seemingly neutral in their descriptions, stating that
the Luddites "attributed" (6, 9, 18) their unemployment or other
problems to the introduction of new machinery, thereby the editor
avoids appearing to take a position on the effects of industrialization
but leaves the impression that these "rioters" were misdirecting their
energies.

Some entries go so far as to say that unemployment was actually
"caused by the introduction of new machines" (17) or that machines
were responsible for "underpricing the wages ofthe skilledworkers"
(3). Another in this category employs that peculiar oxymoron,
"labor-saving" to describe the Luddites' intent "to prevent the intro
duction of labor-saving machinery by burning factories and destroy
ing machines" (28).

While the entries described above share an implied pro-ma
chine-which is to say "pro-capital"-perspective, the entry in the
English translation of the GreatSovietEncyclopedia, predictably,
presents the Luddites in the context of class struggle: "... the first
spontaneous workers' outbreaks... against the introduction of ma
chines and capital exploitation in Great Britain.... It was a... mode
of struggle of the still-forming industrial proletariat against intoler
able labor conditions, wretched wages and unemployment. .• " (16).

Regardless ofpolitical perspective or date ofpublication, almost
all of the entries are wrong, or at least sloppily inaccurate, on one
important point. Consistently they state or imply that the Luddites
were opposed to machinery. This simply is not so. In fact, many of
the textile workers who engaged in the Luddite raids were them
selves skilled machine operators. They earned their living by work
ing the various stocking-framers and otherdevices used in the textile
industry as it functioned in the homes and factories being built in'
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theircommunities. Neitherthe Sovietworkwhichsays the-workers
were opposed to "the .introduction of machines" nor the many
Americanand Britishvolumeswhich declare they 'iset themselves
to destroy manufacturing machinery" (21), "organized for the de
struction of machinery" (20),"attempted to prevent the use of ma
chinery(30), "attempted... to destroy textilemachinery" (1), took
"part in the machine-wrecking riots of 1811-16" (17) get the point
right.

The Luddites had nothing against machinesper se; they just
didn't want to lose theirjobs! However, given the distortedpicture
presented in this collection of reference books, it's understandable
that theLudditeswouldget a reputation akinto primitiveanarchists.
This is eloquenttestimony to the strengthof the role of the machine
in industrialized society (bothEast and West)and the lengths taken
to dismiss those who have raised challenges to the preponderant
authority (dareI say hegemony") of the machine.

Finally,what do these entriessay about what happensto those
who do break the machines which threaten their livelihoods or
disordertheircommunities? To put it mildly,theydon't getoff easy.

The Britannica in 1890 said that there was "severe repressive
legislation" and"vigorousrepressive measures,"phrasesthatremain
in use to the most recent editions. We are also told that there were
mass trials "which resulted in many hangings and transportations"
(10).Threeother works includethe fact that machinebreakingwas
made a capital offence (9, 16, 17) and that hangingsensued. The
Chamber's Encyclopedia is less precise but more colorful and
judgemental: The Luddites "were savagelyrepressed....The gov
ernmentusedspiesandevenagentsprovocateurs againstthe move
ments,and specialcommissions... extracted savagesentences"(3).
Moving in the directionof more vague and less severe terms, two
references describe the hangings and transportations as "harsh re
pressivemeasures"(1) or the riots as "harshlysuppressed"(6). The
statementmost supportive of thegovernment's actionscomes from
the CenturyCo. whose editors report that the "conspiracy" and the
resultingriots"requiredstem measures fortheirrepression" (2).The
damningword"conspiracy,"theparentalauthority of"stern,"and the
objective inevitability of "required," combine effectively to con
demn thoseuppityLuddites.
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Given the special respect which "standard" reference works
receive from many users, the findings which this article reports are
practically troublesome. With other books teachers and professors
encourage readers to view the contents as the product ofone or a few
authors' thought and subject to challenge, and even in those cases
the persuasive power of the bound and printed pageto convince the
reader that the contents are true is hard to resist. But in the reference
section we tend to let down our guard, to think that those heavy
volumes, so much a part of the library itself that they may not be
removed from the room they reside in, are as sacrosanct as the very
institution in whose presence we are taught to lower our voices, to
be respectful, to assume behaviors otherwise reserved for the pres
ence of God or the dying.

Perhaps it's time we demystify the reference room. I don't know
if the abuse the Luddites receive in the stacks is typical of what a
thorough examination of reference entries on other words would
reveal, but it seems to me to at least warrant some disclaimers
prominantly posted over the arches. What's the Latin for "Let the
Reader Beware"?
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COMMUNIlY LIBRARIES: A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE TO
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY IN SOUTH AFRICA?

ChRisTiNE SrilWEU

The criticism levelled by the late Mary Lee Bundy (one-time
professor at the University of Maryland) at the American public
library for treating equally a request for a book on flower arranging
and the plight of a hungry child l encapsulates the challenge facing
South African public librarians. The poverty figure for South Africa
is 44.5% of the population.f Black people living in shacks and other
tempora~ shelter outnumber the total number of whites in the
country. The current rate of illiteracy is in excess of 60% of the
population; 63% of last year's matric students failed. In Alexandra
(a Blacktownship near Johannesburg) the percentage reached 80%.4
Further, many people between the ages of 18 and 25 have been
excluded from the formal schooling program and will need to be
drawn into meaningful employment if South Africa is to move
towards stability.

This paper argues that community librarianship provides an
appropriate vehicle for social concern and is eminently suited to
serving South Africa emerging from apartheid. The terms, however,
need definition. "Community" can be best understood as an image
of coherence, a cultural notion which people use to give reality and
form to their social actions and thoughts. The sociological existence
of communities is founded on social interactions among 'members,
which inevitably produces social boundaries which define them and
give them identity. The boundaries ofcommunities are symbolic and
exist by virtue ofpeople's belief in their existence. Communities are
made, engaged and believed in. Appeals are made to them which
depend on the beliefofmost people that communities ought to exist,
that they are the legitimate goal of all political action. However,
while the goal might be the achievement of community, the painful
truth is that communities are the result ofcomplex political processes
and exist in history, not above it.S This recognition indicates import
ant limitations on the kind of community librarianship possible in
South Africa at the present time. The racially-determined identities
of the geographic entities that make up communities will limit
neighborhood-based libraries to serving a particular racial grouping.
On June 5, 1991 the Group Areas Act was abolished.
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Neighbourhoods and schools should integrate more rapidly but
integrated housing will come more slowly because a vast number of
poorer people will not be able to purchase houses, either in the
townships or the formerly white areas.

Thomas Childers, a pioneerofcommunity informationprovision
in the United States, has used the term "information poverty" to
describe the lack of basic survival information experienced by large
numbers ofpeople.6 Ward of the British National ConsumerCouncil
points out that a lack of information on how to obtain basic services
is tantamount to lacking the services themselves.7 W.H. Martin, who
has described the benchmark Highfield community library in Bel
fastS (a war-torn area like South Africa) states:

I have no doubt as to the validity of that essential connection
between community information and disadvantage. Indeed,
a lack of information or access to it is frequently found
within a cumulative syndrome of disadvantage which in
cludes poverty, unemployment, poor housing, limited ac
cess to social services and the social pressures of living in
districts where the incidence ofcrime, disease and misery is
well above average for society. 9

There is also the frightening possibility that those who already
command better than average sources of information and are able to
use these productively for the benefit ofonly a small minority of the
population will be able to increase the range of information to which
they have access and to apply this knowledge to the advantage of a
few; those who are already disadvantaged by not commanding good
information sources will become increasingly disadvantaged. In
other words, the information rich will become richer and the infor
mation poor will become poorer. 10 Add to this the growing practice
of paying for the use of a library and the problem is exacerbated.
Information deprivation can be accelerated by the introduction of
sophisticated computerized information systems that place informa
tion at a further remove from all but the initiated. To a large extent
we are all looking for simple tracks in an information forest growing
more and more dense and strange. ll

"Information" too requires definition. Reid distinguishes in an
important way between information and data. Data only becomes
information by the act of imparting it and receiving it:
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Thus ifwe wish to provide information services we have to
understand first ofall that while the collection and ordering
ofdata-atwhich librarian's are adept-is a prime requisite,
it does not in itself provide information, information is
primarily a process, a process which goes on in many
different ways. 12

There are needs for information which may be unexpressed and
inarticulate, and questions for which no printed or organized answers
exist.13

Community information can be defined as information that is in
essence survival information, needed for participation as a full and
equal member ofsociety. Community Information Service, drawing
on the British Library Association definition, is different from ref
erence and local materials provided by public libraries. Community
information assists individuals and groups with daily problem solv
ing and with participation in the democratic process. It entails a
positive decision to concentrate on empowering people and requires
several things-a radical re-definition of the library's purpose first
of all. Reid states: "I see the modem public library as a vital element
for social change. The library has always has this role-its just that
the light has grown dim.,,14

In speaking about Australia (but it applies perhaps with even
greater clarity in South Africa), he states: "I wantto sound a warning,
that unalloyed and narrow professionalism could be a maior barrier
to the future vitality and relevance of the public library." 5

The rationale for community libraries, whether as part of the
public library, as a separate entity or as part ofa local or international
network, lies in their essentially different sense of social purpose.
They differ from traditional libraries in that they are pro-active about
their sense of social purpose. These centers reject the idea of neu
trality as being neither desirable nor possible and further acknowl
edge a political connotation to the use of information. This could be
described as political in the ideological sense. 16The primary stimu
lus is humanitarian and it is social intervention in support of a
positive prejudice. According to Barugh it is positive discrimination
based on an approach to information provision which addresses the
real problems of people in need rather than a supplier-oriented
approach.17 .
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These services show a radical difference in their approach to
defining community needs. Traditional libraries intentionally or by
omission essentially protect the status quo and by default link
themselves with the interests perpetuating social inequality and
injustice.1S Community information services gather, organize and
seek people (therefore not only published materials) as sources of
information, and repackage with the aim of changing social condi
tions. Community information necessitates a radical re-definition of
the purposes and function of the public library. What is called for is
esentially a system-wide approach rather than a piecemeal tinkering
with existing services.19

Community information services involve changing public ex
pectations of the library, not only by increasing the range of formats
of the available information, but by significantly altering the way in
which librarians present themselves to the public with regard to the
handling of inquiries. There must be a positive identification of
specific needs within a community and the provision ofmaterials to
assist individuals and groups to meet these needs in a form and
language that is useful to them. Its success depends on the active
promotionofthe informationavailable and requires follow-up action
ofvarious sorts. Close personal contact between the librarian and the
groups served is essential. Ideally the librarian/worker should be one
of the community. Community librarianship aims at information
provision in the crucial areas ofpeople's lives and at those who have
limited access to other sources of help.20

Community information can be provided from within a library
or from a separate center. There are various opinions about which is
better, but what comes across is that librarians are skilled in the type
of information storage and retrieval work required. Librarians need
to reaffirm this sense ofwhat they are good at. They may, however,
depending on their outlook, need to go through an adjustment pro
cess. A major part of the problem is to free one's mind of the old
compartmentalised way of thinking.

All libraries can give some information in the course of their
ordinary work that would be of the sort provided by a community
information service, but it is the re-orientation and preparedness to
do the follow-up, in the form ofreferral, escort or advocacy that make
the real difference. Community information services differ as to
which of these functions they provide and there is a great range
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depending also on the type of community served. It is hence not
really pa;sible to generalize a type. Pat Coleman usefully sees
community Iibrarianship as having 4 distinguishing characteris
tics--offering different materials to those usually provided by a
public library, having a different relationship between libmrian and
user, relyingon·close links withotheragencies (not those thatcaused
the user's problem in the first place) and having an overtly political
nature.21AitchiDson reviewed theincidenceofcommunity informa
tion services in South African horaries up to mid-l989. She argued
that, laudable as these servicesare, they are not community informa
tion services in the sense of QWders or Bundy or Martin. They do
not show the mdical re-definition of purpose and neither do they
perform the foDow-up actions, such as escorting a client or even
arguing their case in an interview.22 A possible exception is Miriam
Khunou's libmry at Vosloorus in the TransvaaI.23 Apart from the
lack of community information service, access for black people to
some public libIaries has to be fought for bitterly. At Vryheid in
Northern Natal, two Black residents threatened Supreme Court
action unless their application for membership was accepted.24 In
July 1990, at Ashton, in the Cape, violent confrontations between
Blackresidents and thepolice resulted in July 1990from the formers'
attempts to put the Freedom Cbarterintoeffectand open the Iibrary's
"doors oflearning."2S

Elsewhere in Africa, particularly in Tanzania and Nigeria, a
strong case is being made for community libmrianship as a form of
public libmry service. Anxiety about the vast percentage of the
population notserved is a reason. A Nigerian pilot project has shown
that these methods can serve the illitemte and literate alike.26 Over
the last 30 years countries with such diverse systems as Algeria,
Brazil, China, Cuba, India, Iran Jamaica, Mali, Somalia and Tanza
nia have launched successfullitemcy campaigns on a national scale.
Such countries are now concerned with the most effective way to
provide continuing education for new Iitemtes. In Tanzania, where
adult literacy was raised from roughly 25% in 1971 to about 60% in
1976, the follow-up progmm included setting up simple village
libraries to provide reading material to adults who have attained
literacy, a mdio program to encourage the development of the
reading habit and a writers' workshop to encourage the development
ofsuitable reading materials and rum newspapers.Z1
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All these activitiesput the public library within every person's
grasp.Martinhas asked:Who is to serve the publicif not the public
library?He states with referenceto the British:

I believein publiclibrariesand in theirmissionas a reform-
ingandinterventionistagency. Mybenchmarkisthepoverty
and deprivationthat continuesin our society today and the
apparentlack of concernabout this fact in librarycircles.28

"Carnegielibraries"epitomizefor theUnitedStates,Britainand
SouthAfricaa librarymodelthatis notsuitedto either thedeveloped
or developingcountries.29 Forone thing (andvitally important)this
modelhas lost its educationfunction. In Africa this importedlibrary
model, a public library norm, is a relic of colonial times when the
concerns of local people were not uppermost in the colonisers'
minds.The role of the library as coloniserhas been documented.30

A crucial area for explorationis what people want of libraries.
Firstlythecommunity/communities mustbe consultedthroughtheir
acceptedleaders. Librarians havemanyskillstohelpin thistasksuch
asparticipativeresearch(andparticipativemanagement) techniques.
libraries need to be establishedwhere peopleof all classes can use
them.The patternofbuildingCarnegie-type mausoleashouldnot be
repeated. KingoMchombustates,with relationtoTanzania,thatone
shouldnot try to constructbuildingsmodeledon thoseof the United
StatesandBritain.Ifresourcesareseverelylimitedit meansthaton~
oneor twoof theseimposingstructurescanbe erectedin a decade.
If cost effective methods (such as those explored by the local
Departmentof Architecture at the University of Natal) are used, it
may lead to the discoverythat the cheap,smalland well-maintained
buildingsmadeof inexpensive materialsare the key to thegrowthof
information services (or perhaps the community could provide a
buildingas happenedin Highfield, Belfast).

The patternof libraryservicesneeds to be approachedfrom the
bottomupwards ratherthan fromthe top downwards. Small, cheap,
attractiveunitsclose towherepeopleactuallylive mustcomebefore
largesophisticatedlibraries. Community librariesof this sort would
be suited to all communities and should not be reserved for some
rather thanothers. Failurein community librarianshipcan be traced
tofailuretoconsult thecommunity properly.Highfield,forexample,
has an impressiverecordof servinggroups traditionallyrecognised
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as non-users. Libraries that are organically linked to their own
communities and their vital structures need to be set up, although
examples from other countries may be helpful. A priority will be
overcoming the municipal and other boundaries that cordon off
South African cities and rural areas into a patchwork of divided
responsibilities' and consequently of neglect. The neglected area is
always regarded as the responsibility of another authority. The
formal and informal settlements of South African cities should be
targeted for service, and not just the magic circle within the mainly
White borough or municipality.

If the communications system is to be successful the existing
communications network in the community must be taken into
account. The potential of the tape cassette has been recognised
widely. Drawing on the experience of Kenya, Durrani sees tape
cassette recordings as important in expressing the grassroots culture
of the people and so getting a two-way communication going-in
other words the process is not top down.32 Martin points out the part
played by the humble tape-cassette in the Iranian revolution when
all the might of the Shah's military and political machine proved
useless against the words of an 80 year old man purveyed in oral
form.33

Gassol de Horowitz suggests that what is called for is a new type
of librarian and for a bold, non-traditional library service that cuts
across the compartmentalization imposed by tradition to meet the
particular circumstances in which we find ourselves.34 What could
be more challenging or exciting? The new orientations suggest that
the role of Iibrarianship may lie in conscientizing the individual in
the sense of Freire. Enabling people to "read the world"-to recog
nize their plight and consciously act upon it. Participation in the
social and political processes means being able to decode the social
realities codified by others as well as being able to encode and
structure for transmission the realities personally experienced. Why
do South African public libraries not reflect the growing sense of a
people's culture, for example? Plays such as those of the South
African Workers' Co-operative drama group have been seen by more
people than any others in South Africa. Thousands of peo~le see
them at sports stadia butpublic libraries tend to ignore them. 5

Today's public library should be inextricably bound up in the
daily life of the community. The library must become an arena, not
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only for local cultural expression but for the equalizing and democ
ratizingfunction. Local librariansmust become highly visible in their
communities as participatory rather than mandatory providers. For
many this will be a difficult change. South Africans, generally, are
unused to democracy and its processes in spite of the prevailing
sentimentality about the Western way of life.

Research done by N170ngwana in Lamondville,36 by' Mini in
various parts ofEdendale and by Lategan in Tembis38suggest that
there is an urgent need for community information services to
provide survival information. In the Northern countries the informa
tion needs ofdisadvantaged groups have been identified as including
general health, nutrition, family planning, abortion, sexually trans
mitted diseases, drug abuse, alcoholism, mental health, home and
family, consumer matters, housing, employment, welfare benefits,
the law, the political process, transport, education and recreation.
The everyday information needs of the average citizen are very
similar. It can be said that the disadvantaged and the average citizens
in developed countries share much the same problems. In many
respects the information needs of those in developed countries and
in developing countries are also similar. The main difference lies in
their differences ofpriorities and emphases, since the disadvantaged
in developing countries are most concerned with the basic needs of
food, shelter, jobs and health. There are also differences of scale
since in the developing countri~the disadvantaged would represent
the majority of the population.

In the survey ofTembisa respondents saw a great need for adult
education, literacy training and vocational training. Lategan per
ceives these as generally improving employment prospects and
giving a ~tter quality of life. An article in the Weekly MailReview
ofBooks quotes the public library motto, "Curl up in bed with a
book," only to point out its inappropriateness to oursociety. So many
people do not have homes, never mind beds and at least half of the
population cannot read.

Soweto has 5 libraries (excluding those of Dobsonville and
Diepmeadow which are administered by their own city councils)
with a total stock of34,500 books for a population estimated at close
to 3 million. It is not as if the other media, besides radio, are in
plentiful supply. Patience Maisela, head librarian of Diepkloof
library (under Diepmeadow council) has 10,000 books for a popu
lation of 325,000 people. The library is well used by adults and
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children. To meet the critical shortage of library facilities a group of
librarians and academics have set up a Workers' Library in the
central business district of Johannesburg after the example of the
19th century British Workers' Libraries. The Congress of South
African Writers has taken to operating with suitcases full of books
in Kroonstad, Harrismith and Welkom in an effort to promote
reading and writing.

The greatness and the urgency of the need to address South
African library and information services and to make them effective,
democratic and able to support development that is worthy ofpeople
makes librarians fearful of this task. The knowledge and the re
sources to embark on it are to hand. This is a real opportunity to
provide, within the public library structures, a new beginning. Much
of the work has been done with great dedication and for very little
reward, by theprogressive resource centers. There is a considerable
network of these'inlht( country, all.with a keen sense of the potential
of information work. Perhaps this is one of the most obvious differ
ences between public librarians and resource center workers at
present-many public librarians seem to have lost their way.

I~ all developing countries the literacy rate is lower for women
than for men. Women in our society bear the double disadvantage of
their position in an unequal and a male-dominated society. In East
Java it was found that wherever village women's clubs grew in
strength, villages came to life. Infant mortality rates fell, there was
micro-economic development around the village homes-better fish
ponds, better fruit trees, better gardens, more poultry, more handi
crafts such as weaving and making pots.41 These pursuits may seem
very hearth-oriented but this example raises the key role of women
in moving out of a situation of disadvantage. It is also related to the
crucial environmental issues of our time and to the pressing need for
us to teach each other "to live lightly on the earth." Community
libraries could playa large role in bringingabout and supportingsuch
initiatives.

To some extent it is up to librarians whether there will come a
time when South African society will be regarded as normal; when
the children who would have been the street children of the present
time have had the opportunity ofsitting, as children should have, on
a beloved person's lap, listening and talking and being read and
listened to. Then public librarians can afford to be generous about a
request for a book on flower-arranging.
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POLITICALLY CONIROYERSIAL MONOCRAPIII

CU"BWiIlEn

This article explores the hypothesis that boot seIecIQa ...
acquisitionspoliciesand metbockused in mostacadeIIlieh"bJarieaof
the southeast"United States have the result, intended or aiate8ded.
of failing to acquire many po6tically·con1l'OVelSial 11
goes on to examine whether small presses aDd distribatoD ......
these books effectively to horaries and then a.ideIs Iaow n:view
journals, especially Choice, influence the selectioD proc:css. TIle
study ooncludes by emphasizingthelibrarian's~ reap__
bilityt) seekout and acquireboob on poIi1icaDy CDdnMIIiaI....

SAMPLESTUDY

In order to test the hypothesis stated above, a repaea1a1i've
sample was gatheredof32 Englml-Ianguage monographspubIisIaecI
between 1981 and 1987by Africa World Press,~aa.e-.t,
Qeis, EarthResourcesResearch,Latin AmericanBureau,I...awJe8ce
Hill, Marram, Monthly Review Press, Orbis, aDd 7.aL

Subject areas included Africa (three tides), Latin America (six
titles), the Middle East (four titles), Southeast Asia (two tida).
United States or international matters (seven titles). women (six
titles), and literature (four collections of essays about Africa, tile
Canbbean, and Argentina).

The tides were found in a US distributor's catalog whichap
peared in Fall 1987. Descriptions accompanying the cita1ioDs wem
used to select tides of broad, current interest that seemed appropriate
for undergraduatecollections.

During business trips through Alabama, Georgia andFlorida ia
early 1988, the titlesweresearchedagainst the holdinpof45..-1
academic libraries, ranging fromsmall communitycoUegesm..jor
universities. The findings were as follows: (see chart OR BCD ..ae)
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Librarieswith 90 - lOO'1J of the tides: DOne
a»-89% 2
10-~ 2
60-~ 2
50-5~ none
40-~ 1
30-3~ 1
1n-299f, 3
10-1"' 7
1-~ 15
~ 12

Total 45

TIlefigures form two clusters:six large resem:h librarieshold
(j() to89WJ ofthetitles;39smallerhlmlrieshold fewor none.Notitle
isllelclbyIDOIe than18libraries;Iw08leheldbyonlyone;themedian
lad is sevea; themean • five.

BOOK DISTRIBUTION

Boot distribution has been desnDed metaphorically as many
IllalDSmnslaadyflowing frompuJmheJsmh"bmriesand readas. But
aaIike "mainstream" boob from IatBe COIDIIlCIdal and university
JRSSCS, boob withal1erDalive socioeconomic and political mmsages
cacoalder obsIacles. Toexamine 1hese ditTiculties, six small, progres
~AmericanpubIishers-not thesamegroupthatpoduced the titles
disc.set! aboYe VIele asked in 1988 m descnbe their marketing
Sllategies. Ini1ial1et1as withquestionnaires werefollowed up by tele
phoDecaUs.

MtIilinp-1be presses reported annual budge1s of $80,000,
$40,000, $25,000, $20,000, $2,000, and $0 for mailing flyers and
ca1alop. Most of these promotional materials, however, are sent to
private individuals, not to libraries.

~y two pressesemploysales representatives. One
spends$25,OOOannually fora salesmanto visitlibrariansat medium
sized and large universities after searching theircard catalogs.The
other ..ys a 14~ commissionto an agency that sends salesment to
visit pofessoJs at medium-sized and large universities.
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Exhibits-Five ofthe six presses exhibit occasionally at special
ized meetings oflibrarians and professional societies. All avoid large
general conferences, where they "get lost" among the large corpora
tions.

Approval Plans-Three of the samll presses market books to
libraries through approval plans. One bookseller includes all titles
from three presses in its approval plan. Another includes all titles
from one press and about 70% from a second. Other than these
arrangements, the presses reported no marketing arrangements with
approval plan vendors.

Distributors-The only distributorcontacted reported no library
mailings and no use of approval plans. Occasionally the firm has
exhibited at ALAconferences. Its salesmen visit upper-division and
higher institutions in some parts of the country but not others.

To look back at the two clusters of libraries in the Southeast for
a moment, we can see how little they are helped by these marketing
strategies. The librarians and faculty at the 39 undergraduate and
master's level institutionsprobably are not on the publishers' mailing
lists, rarely meet their salesmen, do not attend the specialized con
ferences where they exhibit, and cannot afford comprehensive ap
proval plans.

At the six research libraries, chances are not much better. They
too do not get the mailings; sales representatives seldom visit the
Southeast; travel money to specialized conferences is scarce; and
even large approval plans cover small presses very inadequately.

BOOK REVIEW JOURNALS

Let us turn now to reviews. Five of the small presses send galley
proofs or hardbound copies ofall their new books to Choice, Library
Journal, and Publishers Weekly. They estimate that 2% to 50% of
these are reviewed, with a median of 20%. Some of these presses
suspect, without hard data, that they are getting fewer reviews now
than they did five or ten years ago. The sixth press, the smallest, sends
books to Choice, but few are reviewed.

Patricia E. Sabosik, editor and publisher ofChoice, said in 1988
that her staff was conducting a study of small presses. Preliminary
results showed that Choice was doing about as well as it could. She
said that the chances ofa small press book being reviewed in Choice
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are better than in other review journals. She noted, however, that
space limitations permit only 6,600 books to be reviewed each year.
Foreign books, primarily of British and Canadian origin, now com
prise 25% ofChoice's total. As the total number ofbooks published
or distributed in the US continues to rise, she said, small presses may
be reviewed in Choice even less often.

Exactly half the titles in the sample were reviewed in Choice, 16
out of 32. The Choice titles were found in Southeastern libraries
almost three times more often than those that were not reviewed: 210
holdings as against 75. Three titles in the sample received special
commendation from Choice as "outstanding academic books."
These were the first, sixth and seventh most frequently found books,
appearing in 18, 11, and 10 libraries, respectively. On the other hand,
one book that received a very unfavorable review in Choice also
found its way into six libraries.

The Choice selection policy, adopted in 1983, states that subject
matter must be relevant to undergraduate courses or to noncurricular
student interests. It must be appropriately presented for undergrad
uate use and must demonstrate effective command of the subject and
the methodology employed. In carrying out this policy, reviewers
see themselves as gatekeepers guarding college libraries across the
country from inappropriate books. But who guards libraries from the
gatekeepers?

Review journals reject controversial books by (1) giving them
very negative reviews, (2) ignoring them, and (3) recommending the
book for graduate use only.

Frontal Attack-Three books, two of them from the sample,
illustrate biased approaches by Choice (and other major review
journals) to politically controversial material. For example, South
Africa's Transkei: The Political Economy of an "Independent"
Bantustan by Roger Southall (Monthly Review Press, 1983) is a
model of good scholarship: 338 well-documented, well-organized,
well-written pages, full of tables, maps, notes, followed by an index
and an extensive, up-to-date bibliography.

The Choice review (November 1983) is negative throughout.
The anonymous reviewer labels Southall a "neo-Marxist" and at
tacks him for daring to criticize a book by "a recognized authority,"
Newell Stultz. The reviewer quotes Southall out of context as fol-
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lows: "[In Stultz's work] political premises are so profoundly con
servative (and many would use unkinder terms) that there is Iittle
point in confronting his analysis here."

The actual passage, following two pages in which Southall
objectively sUiiiinarizesStultz's work, reads:

Stultz'sassessmentof'Iranskeian independence inundoubt
edlya thoughtful piece whichreflectsa clearlyhumanitar
ian motivation, yet its political premises are so profoundly
conservative (and many would use unkinder terms) that
there is little point in confronting this analysis here. That task
has already been undertaken elsewhere, and readers may
themselves prefer to make their own judgements as to the
relative meritsofhis own and thepresent author's widely
contrasting approaches. (Emphasis added. A footnote cites
the journal article where the discussion can be found.)

The reviewer then urges scholars "seeking a more balanced
perspective" to consult an older work by three other men instead of
Southall's book. In citing the older work, however, he omits its
subtitle, which states that it concerns two other South African home
lands, not the Transkei.

The most extraordinary statement in the review, however, reads,
"It is unfortunate that the author's point ofview is allowed to intrude
so forcefully on the description of events, personalities, and even
other authors." Does the reviewer believe that authors should not
express their point of view forcefully? Southall is indeed guilty of
this charge. He unabashedly states his point of view quite forcefully
on the very first page:

the implication of my study is that the bantustan policy is
devoid of all progressive political potentialities, and that
consequently, support must be unambiguously given to the
forces ofliberation which are struggling to overthrow apart
heid rule.

I suspect that Southall's unambiguous support for "the forces of
liberation" is the real reason why the reviewer does not want this
book in our college and university libraries.

Ignore the Book-Perhaps a more effective way of keeping
politically controversial books out oflibraries is simply not to review
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them at all. Pirates and Emperors: International Terrorism in the
RealWorldby Noam Chomsky (Claremont, 1986) is an example of
this approach. The opening paragraph explains the title:

St. Augustine tells the story of a pirate captured by Alexan
der the Great, who asked him "how he dares molest the sea."
"How dare you molest the whole world?" the pirate replied,
"because I do it with a little ship only, I am called a thief;
you, doing it with a great navy, are called an Emperor."

This is a book that grinds the teeth and sickens the stomach.
Chomsky has assembled page after page of well-documented evi
dence of terrorism conducted in the Near East by the United States
and its client states. Worse then his attacks on our government,
however, is the biting scorn that he aims at us-the citizenry, the
academic establishment, the press, the Congress-whosegullibility,
hypocrisy, subservience, acquiscence, complicity, and jingoism
have made these crimes possible. He shows again and again how our
vast public relations industry employs Orwellian Newspeak tech
iques in the "manufacture ofconsent." When we bombed libya, for
example, newspapers said it "played well in Peoria" and "should
strengthen President Reagan's hand in dealing with congress on
issues like the military budget and aid to the contras." The book's
final paragraphs read:

The fraudulence and cynicism of the propaganda campaign
about "international terrorism" has been exposed to the tiny
audiences that can be reached by dissident opinion in the
United States, but the campaign itselfhas been a remarkable!
public relations achievement. With the mass media commit
ted to serve the needs of the state propaganda system,
systematicallyexcludingany commentary that might expose
what is unfolding before their eyes or any rational discussion
of it, the prospects for future successes remain impressive.
This service of the educated classes to wholesale interna
tional terrorism contributes to massive suffering and brutal
ity, and in the longer term, carries with it serious dangers of
superpower confrontation and terminal nuclear war. But
such considerations count for little in comparison with the
need to ensure that no threat to "stability" and "order" can
arise, no challenge to privilege and power.
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There is little here to surprise any honest student of history.It is
also not surprising thatChoicedid not review this forceful attack on
the American propaganda system. It might be disturbing for young
people to learn in college that the free press in this democracy
deliberately lies to them.

Recommendfor Graduate Study Only-A third and more so
phisticated approach that Choiceemploys is illustrated by another
recent Chomsky book, On Power and Ideology: The Managua
Lectures(South End Press, 1987), which discusses US foreign policy
in Central America. A generally favorable review in Choice(October
1987) -recommends the book, but only for graduate collections.
Reviewer J.D. Martz notes:

Chomsky's ideological position is admittedly revisionist
and differs from more orthodox views....This slender vol
ume deserves a thoughtful reading, but readers who lack
background in the subject matter may come away with a
distorted understanding.

"Orthodoxviews"? "Distorted understanding"? What nonsense!
Is Martz recommending books for American college students or for
the Ayatollah? The anonymous reviewer of Southall's book makes
similar remarks urging "scholars seeking a more balanced perspec
tive" to read a less offensive book and defending Stultz as "a
recognized authority."

Such reviewers should be fired. One of the most important
objectives ofa college education is to develop the intellectual capac
ities required for the effective exercise of the rights and duties of
citizenship. This is best accomplished in an atmosphere of free
inquiry and expression, supported by the widest range of library
materials. To deny our college students that freedom in the name of
some arbitrary authority or orthodoxy is a form of tyranny.

How is it that we are subjected to such questionable review
practices? The ChoiceSelection Policy Draft 1983 declares under
its subject guidelines for political science that "strong efforts are
made to ensure that all viewpoints on controversial or sensitive
topics are represented" (emphasis added). That goal has not been
achieved. Reviewers, acting with the power of medieval censors
under the authority of the American library Association and the
Association of College and Research Libraries, can relegate contro-
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versial books to the dim cloisters ofgraduate libraries. They can put
them under the interdictwith harsh reviews. Or they cansimply leave
them in limbo by not reviewing them at all.

These biased judgements by Choice have enormous conse
quences. They affect hundreds of undergraduate and graduate col
lections. They influence members of the public who consult reviews
to determine the relative place ofa tide in this subject field. They are
even canonized in Booksfor College Libraries.

In recent years, Choice has begun a program of exporting its
reviews to foreign libraries in the United Kingdom, the European
continent, India and Japan. The United States Information Agency
(USIA) has given grants to ALA to carry out USIA projects abroad.
Sabosik said one USIA proposal involved distributing Choicecards
to foreign libraries, but the project had been shelved until after the
1988 national election. So ACRL, ALA and Choice have ties to the
propaganda ministry.

That Choice has been singled out for criticism here, does not
imply that it rejects politically controversial ideas more than do other
review journals. LibraryJournal, KirkusReviews, AmericanBook
Review, and ALA's Booklistmay be as bad or worse. For example,
all those journals published negative reviews of ahighly controver
sial book by Margot Harry, Attention; MOVE/ This is America/
(Banner Press, 1987)'1 an expose of the Philadelphia Police
Department's bombing of the MOVE house in May 1986. Choice
simply ignored the book. Attention, MOVE/ received balanced or
positive reviews in several otherpublications, includingSmallPress,
"the magazine of independent book publishing" (Sept/Oct 1983),
formerly published by Bowker, now by Meckler. Anobjective study
comparing the treatment ofpolitically controversialbooksby various
American review journals is badly needed.

Gary Sanders, President of Liberation Distributors, wrote to me
in a personal letter:

If college librarians do not read [Small Press], it seems to
me that they should, for it comes out bimonthly and gives
its pages to books that are seldom reviewed in Publishers
Weekly or LibraryJournal. . . . Its pages are open to small
progressive publishers to a significant degree.... If aca
demic librarians were to grasp the built-in biases in some of
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the major traditional review pubIicatiog;, they might begin
to understand the importaoce of paying more attention to
publications like SnulllPress.

VAWE OF POUTICAILY CONTROVERSIALBOOKS

Politicallycontrovetsialboobaredifferent.Theyproduceideas,
not profits. Theyarenot filtered, sanitized, andpackagedby the giant
corporations that deliver most of the information we receive. These
books are our glasnost, our SIIIIIiztlDt, our freevoice. Bverypartici
pant in the chain linking·author and reader has a respousibility to
bring them into college and univelSity hbraries. PublishelS and
distributors should tell librarians what tides are avallable and why
they are significant. Booksellers should include themin their ap
proval plans, even if they are not big money makers.

Reviewjournalsshould putaside ideology andguarantee that all
viewpoints on controversial or sensitive topics are fairly evaluated.
Comprehensive bibliographic essays and collection management
reports should consider the whole world, not just the West. They
should consider all points of view, not just academic and political
orthodoxy. Studies and reviews that fail to coDSider honesdy the
intellectualcontnbutionsofsocialistcountries, thinl worldcountries,
and Western dissidents are instruments ofpropaganda. The "manu
facture ofconsent" is not a legitimategoalofcollectionmanagement
or the college curriculum.

Regardless of how well publishers, distributots, booksellets,
reviewers, and professors call attention to politicaBy coatroversial
materials, the ultimate respoDSibility for acquiring them remains
with librarians. In almost all the 45 libraries studied here, and
probably in hundreds more across the country, we have failed in our
professional duty to seek out divase political views.

Thesebooks are not expeesive, Theirabsence &om our libraries
makes a mockery of ALA's vaunted "freedom to read." But we do
not even notice that we are censoringourcollections. Complacendy,
we watch our new automated systems stuff theshelves with Henry
Kissinger's memoirs.

Reprinted, withpermissionandslightediting, from Buildingthe
First Century: Proceedingsofthe FifthNatiolUll Conferenceofthe
Association ofCollege and Research Librllries, Cincinnati, Ohio,
April 5-8, 1989.
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DOCUMENIS

Thefollowingare threedocumen1swhichshouldbeofparticular
interest to readels ofProgrt!ssiveLibrtll'isn.

The first, a dntft "Declarationof QalhUa1 Human Rigb1s" pr0

posedby theAl1ianc:e for Cultural Democracy outlinesa programof
progresshe cultural demands which we feel may be of gaeat rele
vance to libmria-. We hope you wDl read it, think about it, discuD
it, critique it and write up for Progressive Lib1'tlrian your ideas of
how(orwhether)youthiatsuchadeclamtionisofvaluetoour work.

Theseconddocument, "Few Voices, ManyW~"represeD1s
the work of the Third MacBride RoundTable. We publish it as a
follow-uptoourctacussi~ in thepnadingissueoftheNewWorld
Information and CommunicationsOrderand a contribution to our
ongoing debate on the internationaldimensionsof thestruggle for
democmtizationofcommunications.

We next offer an ilnporlaDtstatementby our sister organization
in South Africa, Libmry and Information WorkeJs, which they
submitted to theAugust 1991 Moscow convention of the Interna
tional Federation of library Associations. It describes the current
state ofaffairs in South Africaand calls on IFLA to unambiguously
align itselfwith the democraticforcesinSouthAfricanh"brariam;hip.

Finally, we present a document on the official position on the
South Africanculturalboycott taken in August 1991by the African
National Congras' Deputment of Ads and Culture. It expresses
clearly that all cultural contacts with South Africa must SIill be
undertaken, as PLG has stated over and again in AlA, through
consultationwith anti-apartheidgroups and at the iDvi1ation of the
democmticmovementin SouthAfricaand bemanifesdydiJected to
strengtheningthe supportersof thealternatives to apartheid.
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A DEClARATION OF CULTURAL
HUMAN RICHTS: DRAFT

PART I: THE FOUNDATIONS

In order to advance the struggle for those political and economic
rights recognized by all people in pursuit of a democratic, just and
peaceful world;

In order to make that world manifest through the perpetuation
and unfettered expression of creativity from all our peoples and
cultures in a common wealth of wisdom, vision, knowledge, and
means;

In order to supplant passivity with creative action, desecration
with beauty, waste with husbandry, alienation with community,
exploitation with cooperative harmony, and cultural chauvinism
with appreciation and respect for human diversity;

In order to secure our very existenceas we preserveand nurture the
living planet that sustains us, WE DEClARE AND NOW ACf TO
GUARANTEE THECULTURAL RIGHTS OFALLPEOPLES.

Among these rights are:

Participation

Ail people-as groups, communities, or individuals-possess
the right toparticipate in the creationoftheir own cultures. Ail people
must be guaranteed the right of access to their own and others'
cultural heritages. Culture is used here in the broadest sense, as the
entire fabric of life, which would include social traditions, religious
belief and practice, values, ethics, ideologies, material and techno
logical possessions, written and oral histories-and all the arts. The
creation of cultural expression should be a social process open to all.
It must not be abridged socially, economically, or educationally by
another or a dominant culture. The means ofproduction, distribution
and communication cannot justly be monopolized by any elite.

Community and Peace

A major part of cultural expression is the traditional and the
innovative interplay between people and their environment or place.
Each environment is a unique pattern of animals, plants, soils,
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climate, terrain, and other natural resources, as well as human
technology, history, and surrounding communities-local, national,
and international.

The suppression or destruction of cultural expression-like the
violation of the natural, economic, social, or political rights of any
community-upsets the delicate balance between people and place
and can push a culture toward extinction.

Therefore, everyone has a right to community and place. Forced
removal from community or place, loss ofcontrol over its resources,
and the destruction, alteration, and pollution of place by the capri
cious, careless, self-serving, or hostile actions of a ruling elite or a
foreign power violates that right.

Language

A culture's visual and verbal language is its most profound and
vital means of expression. It enables people to name and define the
world they experience or create. It embodies the history, values,
orientation, and traditions of a people and provides a critical means
to express ideas and organize action in the face ofpresent and future
challenges.

Language evolves as people interact with each other, with their
environment, and with other cultural groups. Languagebinds people
together and, as such, is a crucial instrument of survival. Therefore
the expression of a people's language must never be denied or
discouraged by another or dominant culture.

Cultural Exchange

Each culture discovers truths, gains perspectives, produces
goods and technology, or creates universally powerful imagery
simultaneously unique to that culture and potentially valuable to
others.

The peaceful resolution of all conflict is facilitated by mutual
understanding and communication. The growing technical and eco
nomic interdependence of the world's peoples and the need to bear
mutual responsibility for global problems and to share insights and
solutions require continuous and complexexchanges ofinformation.
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Therefore all peoples are entitled to interaction with people like
and unlike themselves, to the knowledge, beauty, and resources
freely shared by cultures other than their own.

Redress of Cultural Grievances and Conflicts

All communities of people have the right to a formal means of
local, national, and international redress ofgrievances and conflicts.
Such redress must be offered within a framework of jurisprudence
built upon principles of cultural as well as political and economic
human rights.

PART II: PREPARATION FOR ACTION

A precondition of a just and peaceful world is a climate in which
all people, as groups, communities, or as individuals can assert with
pride their own cultures and actively respect the cultures of others.

Above, in THE FOUNDATIONS, we have articulated funda
mental human cultural rights to which all people are entitled. We
have done so in the knowledge that our multicultural life and expres
sion is unduly determined by a profit-directed elite. The corporate,
social, religious, artistic, and civic institutions it creates and controls
comprise a "dominant culture" which owns or dominates most of the
means by which cultural expression is created, defined, taught,
communicated, and rewarded in our country and much of the world.
Its expression is predominantly commercial and is often militaristic,
sexist, racist, classist, and homophobic.

Cultural chauvinism is a hallmark of the dominant culture. It
supports and promotes expression that reflects the values and tastes
of those who have dominated urban European-American life and
culture. It limits or misrepresents the multicultural expression of
other peoples, including those of the working classes and the poor,
people of the Third World, people of color, and people who reside
or participate in rural, regional, or alternative communities-in
short, any who represent other traditions and values.

Now, as residents of the United States in the late 20th Century,
we identify some of the public arenas in which our people must take
action to secure their cultural rights.
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Education

Universal public education for children is required by law in
most nations. In the schools children are formally and systematically
exposed to mass-cultural values. Early learning informsa child about
the proper way to speak, dress, and behave in order to win broad
social acceptance. Yet American public education predominantly
reflects those values of the dominant culture and children are easily
bewilderedabout the value oftheir own personal, familial, orcultural
identities, especially if they diverge from the so-called "norm."

State and local school district policies must create a curriculum
in which cultural pluralism is nurtured and respected. The climate of
each school must be conducive to each child's assertion ofher or his
cultural identity, and must encourage intercultural respect.

At present, through both curricula and climate, schools tend to
reinforce a value system in which questioning and criticism of
authority are discouraged; in which competition is fostered and
cooperation is discouraged; in which single standards ofexcellence
are accepted; in which the arts and other creative explorations are
considered "leisure" or "entertainment" or are reserved for "gifted"
students; in which passivity is learned behavior; and in which stu
dents are consumers ofcurriculum rather than creative collaborators
in the learning and teaching process.

Webelieve thatwritten and unwrittenpolicymustacknowledge
thatall students areentitledto theirrights: to an education shaped
bylocalculturesandneeds; wherenumberswarrant; toaneducation
that is bilingual or multilingual; to a curriculum which actively
teaches andvalues thestoriesandimages ofthemanycultures that
haveshapedhuman history; to a learning climate in whichcritical
thinking isencouragedalongwiththecreative assertion ofidentity;
and to acurriculum thatcelebrates and reinforces cultural diversity
and respect.

Public Communications

The information that people receive enables them to make
decisions about what the world is like and what they themselves are
like. The advent of sophisticated, centralized information-dissemi
nation systems means that millions of people can be exposed simul
taneously to a single piece of information. While this can potentially
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draw the peopleof the planettogether, all toooften it promulgatesa
singlenotionof"reality."Ifculturaldemocracyis to flourish, people
must have access to multiplesources of information, and must be
able to produceas well as to consumethem.

Inpubliccommunications, aswellas ineducation,peopleshould
haveaccess to all information, and aboveall, should be equippedto
respectpassionand subjectivity and personalexperience,as well as
objectivity. Currently, centralized network media, like the educa
tional system, promotes the dominant culture, and offers either
stereotypesor absenceforall "others." Newsreportingsuggests that
questions, opinions,criticismanddissentreflectdisorderratherthan
the characteristics of a democracy at work.

Withinthepubliccommunications arenathe legitimacyof alter
native media and points of view, as well as the right and ability of
all people to exerciseand-express criticaljudgment, must be recog
nized.

Webelieve thatwritten andunwrittenpolicymustacknowledge
thatallpeopleareentitledto theirrights: toanopportunity toshare
in theownership, operation, andpolicydevelopment oflocaltelevi
sion, cablevision, radio, press, andelectronic informationnetworks;
towidepublicawarenessoflocalaccess laws, adequate information
on theuseofequipmentandthebroadcastingprocess, andaccess to
the airways at times whenbroadaudiences can be reached; to the
ability to narrowcast topeopleofsharedculture or interest as well
as tobroadcast toa wide audience; to regional ornational mediain
which multicultural imagery andmultiple viewpoints arevisible, so
that a widerangeofoptions areavailable without costdifferential.

Arts

Through the arts individuals and groups can uniquelycommu
nicate experience, perspectives, beliefs, hope, outrage, despair, de
sire, problems, and solutions. For cultural democracy to flourish,
every cultural group, community and individual must have the
means,opportunity, and publicarena to makeand to exhibit its arts,
and tointeractwithitsaudiences. Participants, audiences,producers,
and funding sourcesmustacknowledge multiplestandardsof excel
lenceand recognize thevalueof thecreativeprocesswhichemerges
directly from cultural tradition and is a powerful instrument for
culturalchange.
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Currently, the dominant culture attempts to define "the arts" and
then dissociate them from the cultures of our people in two prime
ways. First, they are considered commodities, generally marketed to
and primarily accessible to college-educated, middle- or upper-class
people. The dominant culture tends to house its art in specializedarts
centers which isolates them from daily life and alienates them,
through rarification, from most people's culture. Second, public
funding agencies tend to supporta single standard of so-called
"quality" in the arts that reflects the values of the dominant culture
and rarely fund artists or arts organizations critical of the dominant
culture and political status quo, or simply peripheral to them.

We believe that written or unwritten cultural policy must ac
knowledge that all people are entitledto their right to make art,
regardless of economic orcultural situation. Thisimplies access to
opportunity, instruction, materials, tools, space, publicdisplay, and
to bothcriticalandunspecializedfeedback. It includes the rights: to
takefor grantedtherespect ofothercultural groups andoffunding
sources for excellence internal to any culture; to make andpartici
pate in the arts in the workplace, the park, the shopping mall; or
anywhere thatpeoplegather, as muchas in specialized art spaces;
to compete forpublicfunding inanarena inwhich theartofdissent
orofvariedcultures isconsideredavalidandvaluableformofpublic
expression.

Participation in the Creation of Public Cultural Polley

The participation ofevery individual in setting policy for his or
her society is theoretically guaranteed by many governments, but is
often neither supported nor encouraged. The right to social partici
pation and straightforward access to the process are hallmarks of
cultural democracy, as are the subtler means of engendering the
desire and power to participate.

Currently, those who find it easiest to effect the public process
of cultural policy making at the Federal, State and local levels tend
to be supporters of the dominant culture and those who monopolize
the resources necessary to frame both the issues and solutions within
a lopsided public debate. People without access to information,
funds, attorneys, or the media are therefore indirectly barred from
the participatory process. There is a pervasive assumption that those
who do manage to voice dissent are troublemakers. Such people are
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dismissed rather than acknowledged as partners in a dialogue. 1bere
mDO arenafor resolving conftic1s in which one culturemthreateDed
by another.

At theFederal level perhaps thegreatestobstacle to participation
in cultural policy development is the official and false assertion that
there is no U.S. cultural policy! Written or not, a policy is in place
and is used to unjustly allocate public cultural resources.

We believe thIlt written andunwritten public policy IIfIISt tIC

knowledge dullall peopk are entitled to theirrights: to choose to
participateinpublicdebate, regardlessofgeruJer, sexuolpreference,
income, class, ethnicity, geography or culture; to inj'ornuItioII thIIt
encourages participation and conditions which entIbleJ1t!OlIk to
participate without fear of being excluded; to publicly pnwidetl
resources which enableotherwise disenfrtmehisedJ1t!Ollk topartic
ipate equally in public process; to the expression 0/dissent in QII

arena in which dissent and challenge are valued; to tICCeSS to QII

tITticuItJtedlegalprocess0/resolvingconflictsarisingfrom cu1turtIl
differences in an atmosphere of mutual respect, tmd to a jiJnIIDl
metms 0/natiotud and international redress ofcultural grievances
andconflicts.

Public Services and FundIDg

Publicly funded institutions have a direct responsibility to tax
payers and to the people whose lives they affect. Cients must play
a role in shaping the policy ofservice organizations. Public funding
agencies must develop guidelines providing a genuinely equal 0p
portunity for people of all cultures and viewpoints to compete for
funding. Universities, [libraries] and other public institutiODS must
articulate policy for interaction with the communities in which they
are located.

Currently, clientsofpublicserviceagencies receiveservic:es that
they are rarely given the opportunity to help defineaccording to their
own needs, and they seldom have any opportunity to challenge the
status quo. Public funding bodies tend to fund generic, "model"
projects in preference to locally or culturally-specificorexperimen
tal or radical solutions to problems. Universities and other institu
tions are de-emphasizing community service and local interaction.
They increasingly ignore the communities to which they should be
responsible.
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Webelieve that written andunwrittenpolicymusttlC1cnowIedge
IhIlt allpeople are entitled to theirrights: to participate in setting
policy for thosepublic service institutions that affect theirlives; to
II de1llOC1'1ltic tax structure that equitably returns tax dollon tIIId
services to cOJll1lllUlitiesj to public supportfor local initiative in
soIviIIgproblems ofloclll concern in aUtue1llJS from education to
economic developmenttopublic art

CONCLUSION

A society in which a single culture or a single set of standards
flourishes is a society both weak and impoverished. The potential
collectivestrengthofthiscountry lies in our ability to recognize and
be inspired by our diversity. We are people of different histori~
languages, traditions, skills, values, ideologies and tastes. Oursocial
life must be constantly challenged and reinvented as a collective
project. There is no preordained system that will produce adventure
andjoy. All people have a right to cultural as well as to political and
economic democracy. The three are mutually reinforcing and all
three are necessary to thesurvival of anyone of them as well as to
the survival ofsociety itself.

Within astructureo/culturaldemocracy andselfdetennination,
howeveI; eachculturemust maintain the rightto challengeracism,
sexism, homophobia, andclassism internallyandexternally.

With the establishment of cultural democracy, we can truly
contemplate the possibility ofa world free from violence, contempt,
andfear.

Alliance for Cultural Democracy 01988

The preceding is a "living document, " still inprogress. It's a huge
job, but we have to start somewhere. Criticism, commentllTy, and
contributionsare notoniywelcome,butnecessary/oritscompletion.

This draftincorporatestheeditingworko/LucyLippard,DonAdDms
tmdArlene Goldbard--including the comments o/BernieJones-of
an originaldraft by Mark Miller andMaryo Ewell
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FEW VOICES, MANY WORLDS

Istanbul Statement, Adopted June 21, 1991

The Third MacBride Round Table met at the end ofa conference
(News Media and International Conflict), sponsored by the IAMCR
(International Association of Mass Communication Research) and
the IlAD (Turkish Communication Research Association), which
critically assessed the roles the mass media played in the war in the
Persian Gulf. Following the MacBride Roundtables ofHarare (1989)
and Prague (1990), itmet on June 21, 1991 in the ancient city of
Istanbul, Turkey at the crossroadsofEast and West, North and South.
The 24 participants, coming from 14 countries, in an endeavor to
debate and pursue the thoughts and values of the New World Infor
mation and Communication Order (NWICO), as advanced by the
Non-Aligned Movement and inspired by the ideals of the late Sean
MacBride, make the following observations on the current state of
communication and mass mediated culture.

We observe with growing concern the rapidly increasing con
centration, homogenization, commercialization, and militarization
of national and world cultures.

The principles of the MacBride Report (Many Voices, One
World), have been countered by the virtual monopoly of global
conglomerates over the selection, production, and marketing of
information and entertainment products, including crucial scientific
and technical data and informational rights; by the transnational
industrial-media complex under its American military protectorate;
and by the weakening of multilateral relations and international
organizations. This trend has further widened the inequities of re
sources within and among nations.

We are confronted, therefore, with media coalescing into a
centrally manufactured, symbolic and cultural environment. That
environment permeates every home in an ever growing number of
countries. It is displacing parents, schools, communities, publics, and
even nations as the originator of messages and images that define
our lives and our relationships with each other. It serves marketing
strategiesandgovernmentprioritiesthatareincreasinglyoutofreach
of democratic policy-making.
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Greateffortsmustnowbe madeto developa cultureof non-vi
olence, ofdialogueandnegotiations, practicingtheartofdemocracy,
andpromoting a cultureof peace. Thiseffectively meansto demili
tarizeculturalproducts and processes.

Politically, alternative systemsof peaceand securityneedto be
established, both on the global and regional levels. The United
Nations, andespecially UNESCO, shouldplaya centralrole in this,
thus becoming what they were always meant to be, peace-making
andpeace-keeping bodies.

The challenge beforeus is to build new peoples' coalitionsand
constituencies that can help regaina significant measure of partici
pationin cultural policymaking, nationally and internationally.

The coalitions should include a broad range of public groups,
social movements, and organizations. They should enlist media
professionals, citizenactivists, consumer groups, women's, minori
ties, religious, labor,environmental, and other organizations in the
newcultural struggle.

The democratization of communication should be built on the
strengthofRational coalitionsenteringintointernational cooperation
on the basis of independence, equality, and mutually beneficial
objectives. The new frontier for the advancement of humanvalues
and rights is the cultural frontier. It is there that the MacBride
Principles haveto be recognized as moreessential thanever.

In pursuance of theseand otherrelevant objectives, the MacBr
ide Roundtable will publisha collection of Roundtable documents,
support the development of and communication amongst groups
concerned with mediademocratization, and organizefurthermeet
ings to facilitate theworkof the Roundtable and relatedcoalitions.



STATEMENT AND RESOLUTION TO THE IFlA
CONFERENCE, MOSCOW, AUGUST 1991

Adopted by the Library and Information Workers Organi
zation (South Africa) at its first AGM, Piertermaritzburg,
27 July 1991

Background

Since late 1989 certain important changes have taken place in
South Africa. During that year organizations of the liberation move
ment, through mass protest and presence on the streets of South
Africa's towns, declared themselves unbanned. The response of the
South African's government to this action and to international eco
nomic and political isolation, and its inability morally and militarily
to rule, resulted in further changes to the apartheid scenario. Today
some of the legislative basis of apartheid has been removed, and
locally and internationally people speak of a "new" South Africa.

As far as libraries are concerned, the Separate Amenities Act,
which barred blacks from using public libraries established and
funded by white local authorities, and sanctioned the occasional
establishment of inferior facilities in townships, has been removed
from the statue book. As a result, many librarians have claimed that
libraries are now freely available to all. Eloquent supporters of this
view will make themselves heard at this gatheringofthe international
library community. Many librarians, with the be~t ofintentions, will
want to believe this. The international community, along with the
majority of South Africans, want to wipe the scourge of apartheid
from the record of humanity at the earliest possible opportunity.

It is important to point out that apartheid is nowhere near dead.
At the national level only the whites have a meaningful voice.
Increasing numbers of black South Africans are moving into what
were formerly white towns, but they are not permitted to vote in local
authority elections; nor are those people formerly classified "Col
oured" and "Indian". A new constitution, drastic overhaul of local
government and the election of a democratically based government
will not be achieved quickly. We have yet to see legislation which
extends rights to all the people of South Africa. In our sphere of
interest, for instance, there is no right to quality education, any more
than there is a right to information. If the present situation remains
unaltered it will be perfectly possible to maintain the apartheid status
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quo without the help of legislation. The death of apartheid will not
be in sight until the people of South Africa are empowered politi
cally, legally and economically.

Those of us living in South Africa, who have witnessed and
experienced the deprivation ofapartheid know that its effects cannot
be wiped out at will, nor overnight. Apartheid's racial discrimination
permeates the ways in which South Africa society is ordered in every
dimension-political, social, economic, religious, etc.-producing
a social system which involves amongst other injustices, structural
poverty and deprivation. This will take decades to remove. The
legacy of Bantu education ensures that millions of black children
continue to struggle for an education with inadequate schools, and
without teachers, books, pens, pencils, paper, laboratory equipment,
playing fields and sports equipment, and libraries.

Likewise, years ofseparate amenities leave us with public librar
ies in white residential areas, in the centre of towns and cities, far
from the township where most blacks live and go to schools. In most
cases this means that people cannot borrow books from these, even
if they raise the busfare to travel to them, for residents of townships
are not ratepayers in municipal areas.and in terms ofby-laws are not
entitled to free membership of the public library. If libraries have
been established in black townships they are often housed in inade
quate buildings, have inferior bookstock, and most importantly, may
be seen to be part and parcel of government structures and thus
viewed with suspicion by black residents. Having said this, it is
important to remember that the legislative picture is complex and the
precise situation will vary from place to place.

Given this context, LIWO noteswith concern

1. IFLA's difficulty in the light of insufficient information in
arriving at a decision on South African libraries' institutional mem
bership ofIFLA both now and in the past;

2. the fact thatwhile some South African librarians have opposed
apartheid structures, some ofwhom have been detained or deported,
many have supported the apartheid regime;

3. the continuing existence of a well-entrenched system of
censorship, both formal and informal.
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UWO requests that IFLA

1. recognize the fact that apartheidis far from dead;

2. acknowledge the need for massive political, economic and
social reconstruction in SouthAfrica;

3. support through contact, encouragement of research, and
trainingprogrammes those librarians, librariesand resourcecentres
and theirassociations(UWO, TransvaalResourceCentreNetwork,
NatalResourceCentreForums[Durbanand Pietermaritzburg], and
Cape Resource Centre Forum) which clearly support a democratic
SouthAfrica;

4. withholdrecognition fromthose institutions and associations
which have upheldwhite privilegein the past and continue to do so
using tacticssuch as privatization;

5. to implementthe conclusions of the IFLA workinggroup on
SouthAfrica's report.
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THE CULTURALBOYCOn

The African National Congress' position on the cultural boycott
has come under increasing attention. Mayibuye asked the ANC's
Department of Arts and Culture to outline the organisation's posi
tion.

At a Consultative Conference hosted by the ANC's Department
of Arts and Culture (DAC) in April this year, the following position
on the cultural boycott was outlined:

"Our cultural boycott policy aims primarily at affirming the
illegitimacy of the apartheid regime. We do not regard the govern
ment as representative of the people ofSouth Africa, the majority of
whom, black and white, reject this racist ideology.

"Rather we are promoting the sovereignty of the South African
majority and their right to steer the course of the destiny of our
country in the direction of a united, non-racial democratic South
Africa.

"The overwhelming thrust of the cultural boycott therefore is to
keep out foreign performers and academics who do not come to
SouthAfricaat theexpress invitation andconsent ofthedemocratic
movement. This means that visits to South Africa by foreign artists
and academics must be realised and sanctioned through consultation
with the relevant organisations, including anti-apartheid movements
at the country of origin. In this way we can ensure that the emerging
democratic structures are developed and supported as an alternative
to apartheid agencies." [Emphasis added]

This position was endorsed at the "Cultural and Academic Links
With South Africa Symposium" held in Los Angeles, hosted by the
United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid.

DEMANDS

It would be incorrect to see the cultural boycott policy in isola
tion from the rest of the approach being used by the DAC. The April
Consultative Conference also adopted the following demands which
political organisations involved in the process of negotiations
should, in conjunction with the cultural movement, table:
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that the government must abolish the raciaDy constituted
cultural depu1men1S andstructures so that a _tionaI Arts
andCulture body, which is democmticand1lOIH8Cial, can
be formed;

that this body should reOect therealityofthedivasityOfOUl
culture and work towaJds the development of a _tional
identity.

For this itwasagreed thata non-sectariaD, DOn-racial, non-sexist
culturalorganisationneeds to beestablished.It wasalsodecided that
theestablishmentofan Artsand CultureFoundationbe investigated.
nis foundation would have the taskofaddressing the imbalances
created by apartheidand to enforce thecultural boycoU.

FundingwasnIisedasacrucial issue. Itwasfelt thatcentral funds
must be distributed fairly among adtuJal structures. Visiting artists
andacademicsmustcontributetowaJdsthecoffersofthedemocmtic
cultural structures.

Reprinted fromMayibuye, August 1991, p.43.
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VDT SURVEY, AFSCME LOCALS 2471 ANd 2910,
LIBRARY OFCONCRESS

SAul SchNidERMAN

In October 1989 AFSCME [American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees] 2477 and AFSCME 2910 issued
a survey to the majority ofbargaining unit members who work in the
Library of Congress. The purpose of the survey was to gather
informationon the health and safety conditions of Library employees
who work at video display terminals (VDTs). Three hundred and
fifty-five employees answered the questions and returned the survey
to the union office. Some of the surveys included written comments
and we are including a sampling of these at the end of this report.

Because ofour inexperience in designing surveys, some people
who responded found our answering method confusing. We asked
"yes" and "no" questions on one page of the survey and "often,"
"sometimes," "never" and "not applicable" questions on the next. In
this report we are providing you with the total numberofrespondents
to each question we are reporting on.

Aftercompiling the results, we decided tocorrelate the responses
with the amount of time people actually work at their VDTs. Many
health and safety specialists believe that the longer you work at a
VDT the more likely it is that you will receive one ofthe injuries that
are associated with this type of work. We discovered that this was
true at the Library of Congress also.

We have chosen to report on selected data which we feel reflects
the health concerns of VDT users who work in the Library. These
are: visual complaints (eye fatigue, burning and itching); musculo
skeletal problems (body aches and pains, lower back pain, repetitive
motion injury); stress (headaches); and pregnancy concerns.

Pie charts are provided to illustrate the responses. We are com
menting on the results of each question in the hope that the health
and safety problems that are identified can be corrected. If the
Library ofCongress is to meet this challenge, it must begin by filling
the industrial hygienist position which has been vacant since June
1989.
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As the library continues the automation of its operations, more
and more employees will be working at video display terminals for
longer hours. We are convinced that, unless solutions are found,
VDT-related complaints and injuries will increase. We are publish
ing the results of the survey with the expectation that managers and
employees will take the necessary steps to reduce or eliminate the
health and safety hazards that are caused by VDTs.

With proper workstation design, ergonomic skills training,
meaningful participative management and a serious commitment to
VDT health and safety, we believe this can be done.

Do you spend more than 4
hours a day at a VDn

Comment: As automation con
tinues, inaeasing numbers of
people will be working longer
hours at theircomputers. In the
coming yearsthesefigures will
probably be much higher.

Do you get headaches at
work?

Comment: Headaches are often
the resultof tension, anxiety, and
frustration that~ associated with
the routine and heavy workload
demands associated with pro
longed VDT use. Stress may be
caused when theorganization of
work is based onquotas andsta
tistics in an atmospbere where
employeesarenotallowed topar
ticipate in decision-making.
Headaches mayalsobecausedby
dist~of the visualsystem.

353 ResPQndents

Sometimes
57

292 ReSpondents

54

N/A
7%

N/A
3%



N/A
1%

Sometimes
47%

Often
27%

297 Respondents

Do your eyes bum, itch or
tear at work?

Often
48%

Do your eyes leellatJgue at
the end 01the day?

Sometimes
43

298 Respondents

Comment: GlareandreflectionontheVDTsaeen isa majorcauseofvisual
complaints, Overhead lighting that is too brightand notdiffused properly
is the major culprit. Lade of glare screen, tBc lighting and adjustable
document holders also contribute. Since uncorrected or improperly cor
rected visionisextremely detrimental toVDTworkers, we urgeemployees
to haveprofessional eyeexaminations at leastoncea year.

Do you experience body
aches or pains at work?

Do you experience aches or
paIDs In the lower back?

Never
40%

N/A
4%

Often
15%

294 Respondents

sometimes~11141% I

N/A
2%

Sometimes
50%

299 RespCndents

Comment: Musculo-skeletal disorders-pains in thenedc,shoulder, back,
armsand wrists-can be eliminated by providing furniture thatadjusts to
theneeds of theindividual VDTworker's body.Adjustable chairs,adjust
able tables,footrests, document holders and task lightingall help reduce
this typeof injury.
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297 Responoents

Never 62%

~N/A2%
~OIten,O%

Sometimes 26%

353 Respondents

'Yes
~~~35%

NO
63%

353 Respondents

Have you ever experienced
numbing, pain or tiDgUDg
In your hands or wrhts?
Comment: Repetitive motion
injury-tendinitis, tennis
elbow,carpal tunnelsyndrome,
etc.-is a serious problem for
libraryemployees who workat
computerkeyboards or perform
other tasks thatrequirefrequent
use of hands and wrists. The
high numberof employees who
reported complaints in thisarea
is disturbing and reflects the
need for education andtraining.

Are you able to take rest
breaks that you feel are
_equate?
Comment: It is heartening that
the large majority of those re
portingare takingadvantage of
the break times that industrial
hygienists recommend forVDT
users. Since many injuries are
attributable to silting for long
hoursinawkward positions, it is
a good idea to perform varied
tasks or just get up and walk
around.
Have you received.any
training which explained.
the health and safety prob
lems associated with inten
sive VDT work?
Comment: Only 35% of those
who answered this question re
ceived training in this area.
Sincewe know of very fewde
partments where this has oc
eurred, we suspectthatsomeof
this training wasobtained inde
pendently and away from the
worksite.
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If you worked at a VDT whDepregnant, did you experience
any problems with your pregnancy? Responses to the question:
not applicable-173; no response-87; yes-II; n0-86; total num
ber of responses-357.

Comment: We regret that we did not frame this question more
carefully as many women have been concerned about "clusters" of
miscarriages and birth defects that have been discovered among
certain groups of pregnant VDT workers in North America. In our
survey we failed to define "problem pregnancies" and we did not ask
employees to identify where they worked in the Library.

At present there is no available research that proves a causal
relationship between reproductive problems and VDT use. While
there has been debate and speculation concerning this issue, it is
presently unknown if VDTs are a risk to reproduction.

We do not know the significance of the data we received from
this question and are reporting on it without drawing any conclu
sions.

The Congressional Research Service

In August 1989 the Congressional Research Employees Associ
ation (CREA) surveyed bargaining unit employees in the Congres
sional Research Service. Approximately 200 surveys were returned
and the results were strikingly similar to those reported in the
AFSCME survey.

Survey results pertaining to headaches, eye strain, lower back
pain, and repetitive motion injury were compared. The number of
VDT-related complaints reported in the CREA survey appear to be
approximately 10% less than in the AFSCME survey. In some areas
the results were approximately the same, or higher.

Written Comments from Survey Respondents

Since many employees already have eyeglass prescriptions; me
cost of purchasing yet another pair of glasses would be prohibitive.

I can read a yellow-on-black screen for hours at a time; green-
on-black for only minutes. I

The glare from the shiny keys severely hampers my typing.
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Switching keyboards-from typewriter to computer-prevents
me from adjusting to the computer keyboard.

Perhaps more input would help to get something done about the
horrible bright lights in my division.

I use an Apple Macintosh with a black-on-white screen, lucky
me!

I was issued a glare screen without asking; I use prescription
sunglasses all day instead.

The cubicles catalogers must work in are uncomfortable when
it comes to doing work on a VDT along with occasional typing on a
typewriter and handling printed matter.

Have any employees developed bumps or nodules on their
wrists? I have developed two (one on each wrist) on the underside,
just below the palms. My doctor said it is probably work-related.

There should be "eye breaks" or at least some formal training on
how to cope with VDT-induced stress.

"Down time" on a computer is still time spent at a VDT and this
isn't taken into consideration.

My doctor says that my next eyeglasses will need to be bifocals.
I have heard that VDT work needs a different focal point than
reading. Are special glasses needed? Does AFSCME or the Health
Office have any information on this?

My right hand (3 fingers) has begun to hurt. I'd like to suggest
that the keyboard have the numbers also on the left side so I can
alternate hands when inputting numbers.

Thanks go out to the dues-paying members ofAFSCME 2477
andAFSCME2910for[undilJg thepublicationofthisreport. Special
thanks go toPhilipMelzer, RichardHenthorn, TimSaffel~ Martez
BakerandMaryAnnJoycefor theiradvice, supportandlonghours
spent computing resultsand tabulating statistics. Without theiras
sistance thisreportcouldneverhavebeenissued
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY. HEALTH RESOURCES

ElAINE IlARqER

The materials listed below are recommended for all reference
collections. Libraries should have circulating copies of the SEIU
Safety + Health Manual; Turning Things Around, and A
Troublemaker's Handbook. A directory of committees on occupa
tionalsafetyandhealth(COSHgroups)follows.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

A Troublemaker's Handbook: How to Fight Back Where You
Work-and Win by DanLaBotz(Detroit: A LaborNotesBook,
1991).
A manual forworkplace organizingculledfromtheexperiences
of rank-and-file unionists. Onechapteris devotedto organizing
around safety and health. Appendices include guides on re
searchingyouremployer, publishing rank-and-file newsletters,
finding information. Includes goodbibliography.

A Workers' Sourcebook: Spanish Language Health and Safety
Materials for Workers/La Fuente Obrera: Materiales de Salud
ySeguridadenlispanolpara Trabajadores byAnaKimball (Los
Angeles: LaborOccupational Safetyand HealthProgram, Uni
versityof California, 1990).
A completely bi-lingual bibliography organized by subjectand
occupation. Sections include: agriculture, biological hazards,
hazardcontrol, ergonomics, firstaid, generalsafetyand health,
law, occupational diseases, hazard recognition, stress, toxic
substances, workers'compensation. Provides addresses forpub
lishers, distributors andotherinformation sources~

Computer Health Hazards by MarijaMatichHughes(Washington
DC:HughesPress,1990).
A thorough bibliography on medical investigations into the
impactof computers onhumanhealth. Chapters coverstudiesof
radiation emissions from VDTs; work-related health problems
(cancer, pregnancy, repetitive straininjury,etc.); legislative and
regulatory issues; monitoring and epidemiology; safety in the
use of computers; and workers compensation for computer-re
lated health problems. Includes author and subject indexes,
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glossary, and lists of organizations and periodicals concerned
withsafetyand health.

Health+SafetyManualfrom the ServiceEmployees International
Union(Washington DC:SEIU,1987).
A very useful manual in dealingwith job safety and health in
serviceindustries. Provides background information on hazards
such as asbestos, cleaningcompounds, noise, stress, hand and
wristproblems anddiscussesmethods of control. Otaptel'S deal
with collective bargaining, lawsand government agencies, oc
cupational medicine, safety and health committees, and re
sources, including non-governmental agencies, printed and
audio-visual material.

Health/PACBulletin, 1968- . Quarterlypublicationof the Health
PolicyAdvisory Center, NewYorkCity.
Excellent coverageof wide variety of health issues (including
work-related ones)from anorganization devotedto challenging
the"medicalindustrial complex" and to educatingthe public.

Occupational SafetyandHealth: A Sourcebook by ElizabethSue
Pease(NewYork: Garland, 1985.)
An excellentreference source. Contains the text and legislative
historyof the Occupational Safetyand HealthAct and bibliog
raphies on OSHA, collective bargaining, hazard and disease
identification, women's safety and health, toxic substances,
safetyandhealthinspecificoccupations, and training. Provides
a listof generalreference works, indexes, periodicals, statistical
sources, reportingservices, databases, audio-visual material and
a directory of associations andorganizations.

Turning ThingsAround:A Women's OccupationalandEnvironmental
HealthResource GuidebyLinNelson, Regina KenenandSusan
Klitzman(WashingtonDC:National Women'sHealthNetwork,
1990).
Another excellent guide by three health care professionals.
Chapters cover occupational health issues (stress, hazardous
materials, reproductive hazards) andenvironmental ones(pollu
tion,multiple chemical sensitivity, hazardsto childrenand haz
ards at home). Gives suggestions for action and organizing.
Provides a list of resources and guidance on how to use them.
Includes bibliographies anda glossary.
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COSH GROUPS

COSH groups are small, non
profit organizations formed in
the late 19708 to educate work-

. ers, provide technical assistance
to unions, and organize grass
roots activities on workplace
safety and health issues. A few of
the groups listed below are not
COSH groups, but can provide
occupational safety and health
information, referral and train
ing. This list was compiledby the
staff of NYCOSH.

CANADA

Ontario

WOSH (Windsor OSH)
1731 Wyandotte Street, East
Windsor, Ontario N8Y 1C9
(519)254-4192.

UNITED STATES

Alaska

Alaska Health Project
1818 W. Northern Lights Blvd.
Suite 103
Anchorage AI{ 99517
(907)276-2864

California

BACOSH/Worksafe
(Bay Area COSH)
8400 Enterprise Way, #104
Oakland CA 94621
(415)638-1174.

LACOSH (Los Angeles COSH)
600 South New Hampshire
LosAngeles CA90005
(213)383-4416.

Labor Occupational
Health Program
Institute of Industrial Relations
University ofCalifornia
Berkeley CA 94720
(415)642-5507.

SA-COSH (Sacramento COSH)
c/o Fire Fighters, Local 522
3101 Stockton Blvd.
Sacramento CA 95820
(916)444-8135 or 924-8060.

SCCOSH (Santa ClaraCOSH)
760 N. 1st Street
San Jose CA 95112
(408)998-4050.

Connecticut

ConnectiCOSH
(Connecticut COSH)
P.O. Box 31107
Hartford cr 06103
(203)549-1877.

D~trlctof Columbia

Alice Hamilton Occupational
Health Center
410 Seventh Street, SE
Washington DC 20003
(202)543-0005.
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WorkersInstitutefor
Occupational Safetyand Health
112616th StreetNW,Room403
Washington DC 20036
(202)887-1980.

IllInois

CACOSH
(ChicagoArea COSH)
37 SouthAshland
ChicagoIL 60607
(312)666-1611.

Louisiana

LaborStudiesProgram
Instituteof HumanRelations
LoyolaUniversity, Box 12
New Orleans1A 70118
(504)861-5830.

Maine

MaineLabor Groupon Health
BoxV
AugustaME 04330
(207)622-7823.

Massachusetts

MassCOSH
(Massachusetts COSH)
555 Amory Street
Boston MA 02130
(617)524-6686.

WesternMassCOSH
458 BridgeStreet
SpringfieldMA 01103
(413)247-9413.

Michigan

SEMCOSH
(SoutheastMichiganCOSH)
2727SecondStreet
DetroitMI 48206
(313)961-3345.

New Hampshire

NHCOSH
(NewHampshireCOSH)
cloNH AFL-OO
110Sheep Davis Road
PembrokeNH 03275
(603)224-4789.

New Jersey

New Jersey Work Environment
Council
452East Third Street
Morristown NJ 08057
(609)866-9405.

New York

ALCOSH(AlleghanyCOSH)
100East SecondStreet
Jamestown NY 14701
(716)488-0720.

CNYCOSH (CentralNYCOSH)
615 W. GenesseeStreet
SyracuseNY 13204
(315)471-6187.

ENYCOSH
(EasternNY COSH)
cloLarry Rafferty
121Erie Blvd.
Schenectady NY 12305
(518)393-1386.
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NYCOSH (NewYorkCOSH)
275 Seventh Avenue, 8th floor
NewYorkNY 10001
(212)627-3900
(914)939-5612 (Westchester)
(516)755-2400 (LongIsland)

ROCOSH (Rochester COSH)
797Elmwood Avenue, #4
Rochester NY 14620
(716)244-0420.

WNYCOSH
(Western NY COSH)
450GriderStreet
BuffaloNY 14215
(716)897-2110.

North Carolina

NCOSH(North Carolina COSH)
P.O.Box2514
Durham NC27715
.(919)286-9249.

Ohio

GreaterCincinnati Occupational
HealthCenter
10475 Reading Road
Cincinnati OH45241
(513)541-0561.

Pennsylvania

PhilaPOSH (philadelphia Area
Projecton OSH)
3001Walnut Street,5th floor
Philadelphia PA 19104
(215)386-7000.

Rhode Island

RICOSH (RhodeIslandCOSH)
741Westminster Street
Providence RI 02903
(401)751-2015.

Tennessee

TNCOSH (Tennessee COSH)
1515EastMagnolia
Suite406
Knoxville TN 37917
(615)525-3147.

Texas

TexCOSH (fexas COSH)
c/o KarylDunson
5735Regina
Beaumont TX 77706
(409)898-1427.

Washington

(A COSHgroupis being
organized. ContactPamDeutsch
forinformation, 206-632-0105)

West Virginia

Institute of LaborStudies
710 Knapp Hall
WestVirginia University
Morgantown WV26506
(304)293-3323.

..
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Well you don't know my name but you sure know me,
I work in New York, Boston and D.C.
I used to be a typist, a secretary,
but now I enter data on a VDT
I tell you it's not like they show on TV,
it's hell to earn a living on a VDT

You won't hear me say that typing was fun
but at least I could see the work that I'd done
And the boss couldn't test my productivity
by punching up my number on his VDT
I swear the screen is staring back at me,
it's hell to earn a living on a VDT

My supervisor says it's safe for me,
she shows me a study done at MIT
you can see what it's done to my eyes,
heaven only knows what it's doing inside
I tell you it's not like I thought it would be,
it's hell to earn a living on a VDT .

When you think of union what comes to your mind,
a guy driving a truck or working the line
but if you ever spent hours behind a VDT,
you know no one needs a union more than me
I tell you its not like I thought it would be,
it's hell to earn a living on a VDT.
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BOOK REVIEW

ElAiNE HARqER

TakingLiberties:NationalBarriers to the FreeFlow ofIdeas by
Elizabeth Hull (New York: Praeger, 1990)

The theme of the upcoming American library Association an
nual convention in San Francisco, "The Right to Know," focuses on
librarians' commitment to the constitutionally guaranteed right to
freedom ofspeech, a commitment based on the premise that citizens
have a right, and a responsibility, to be informed about all issues,
especially those pertaining to the operation of a democratic society.
Increasingly, however, the rights of US citizens to information are
restricted or denied. Mechanisms of denial range from fees for
information to library closings to illiteracy to censorship. As librar
ians we are professionally responsible for ensuring the public's right
to know and, it would seem, for sounding the alarm whenever that
right is placed in jeopardy. However, for at least the Past 70 years
Iibrarianship has been relatively mute and sometimes downright
complicit (see, for instance, Wayne A Wiegand'sAnActiveInstru
mentofPropaganda: TheAmerican PublicLibraryDuringWorld
WarI;New York: Greenwood, 1989) in serious legislative infringe
ments on rights to the free exchange ofideas both within and beyond
our national borders. Elizabeth Hull's new book, Taking Liberties:
National Barriers to the FreeFlowofIdeas, is a welcome addition
to several recent examinations of Western-style censorship which
challenge the US government's "free-flow" information and com
munications policy. This is a highly informative, well-written exam
ination of the laws and court decisions that keep us all poorly
informed.

Hull, a professor of political science at Rutger's University,
examines the McCarran Act, the Internal Security Act, the Foreign
Agents Registration Act, Export Control Laws, and other legislation
which inhibits dialogue between writers, scientists, artists and ordi
nary citizens in the US and their colleagues in other countries. Taking
Liberties describes the origin and implementation of each law, then
provides examples ofthe manner in which each restricts information
flow in ongoing governmental efforts to control material which, if
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freely distributed anddiscussed, mightcause peopleto questionUS
domestic andforeign policy.

The book opens with an examination of the 1952 McCarran
WalterAct,notorious forphysically barringfrom theUSindividuals
such as Gabriel GarciaMarquez, PierreTrudeau, Graham Greene,
Yves Montand and Yasir Arafat on the grounds that their visits
"wouldbe prejudicial to thepublicinterest, orendangerthewelfare,
safetyor securityof theUnitedStates."BannedunderMcCarranare
communists, anarchists, drugdealers, polygamists, sexualdeviants,
and anyoneelse the government suspectsmight "engage in espio
nage, sabotage, public disorderor other activity subversive to the
national interest." In 1975 the US signed the Helsinki Agreement
whichrequires theunhindered movement ofpeopleand ideasacross
national borders. US courts and legislators, however, have found
means to circumvent this international agreement. "The US is the
only democratic country in the world that refuses to admit anyone
who does not pass a test for ideological and moral fitness," writes
Hull,afterdescribing thelegalcontortions andloopholes lawenforc
ers andcourts resort to in "protecting" the public from foreign
visitors and views. Until very recently the government officially
maintained a list of some 8,000namesof peoplefrom 98 countries
who were permanently denied entry into the US because of their
political views.

Anotherchapterof Taking Liberties deals with restrictions on
foreign travel. Duringthe heyday of the ColdWar the StateDepart
mentrefused passports to manycitizenson thegroundsthatitjudged
theirtravelnottobe in thebestinterests of theUS.In a 1958decision
theSupremeCourtruledthattheSecretaryofStatecouldnotrestrict
international travel, but in 1965partially reversed itselfand permit
tedrestrictions whentheyserve"importantnationalinterests." More
recently, aSupremeCourtdecision involving thedenialofa passport
to ex-CIAagentPhilipAgeesuggested, says Hull, that:

the executive can deny passports to individuals who are
vocalin theiropposition totheadministration'sLatinAmer
icanpolicy, forexample, or itsstanceonapartheid. TheWall
StreetJournalobserved thatinAgee thechiefjustice"raised
the possibility that Americans mightn't have free speech
rightswhentheyareabroad."Theholdinggoesevenfurther,
however, suggesting that Americans may not exercisefree
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speech rights even at home without possibly forfeiting their
right to travel.

Hull next covers the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA).
Enacted in 1938 on the recommendation of the House Un-American
Activities Committee, this law also "protects" US citizensby alerting
them to foreign propaganda. FARA enforcers are responsible for
officially designating books, periodicals and films as "political pro
paganda" and for maintaining records on individuals, organizations, :
and businesses that disseminate, display or sell material deemed to
be propaganda. The designation of material as "political propa
ganda" and intimidating registration requirements, ofcourse, inhibit
distribution in spite of the fact that the Supreme Court (in the best
"doublespeak" tradition) defines propaganda to be "a neutral phrase,
a legislative term of art, intended neither to denigrate the material
nor stigmatize its distributors." The courts have also argued in
support ofFARA that the government itself enjoys the right to free
expression, but, as Hull correctly points out, individual rights are no
match for a government with access to virtually unlimited resources.
She then argues that government expression must be tempered with
a sense of responsibility. The courts, however, do not acknowledge
any need for restraint and insist on equating government rights with
individual rights.

Other chapters in Taking Liberties deal with export restrictions
imposed on domestic films and with legislation used increasingly to
control scientific exchange. In the case of films, the United States
InformationAgency (USIA), charged with certifying domestic films
as "educational, scientific, or cultural" for tariff exemptions under
the Beirut Agreement of 1949, refuses certification to about 30 every
year. One example Hull provides to illustrate USIA's control over
foreign access to US films concerns the Emmy Award winning The
Killing Ground. The film, which alerted the American public to
environmental threats posed by hazardous industrial waste, was
refused certification in 1979 when, after consultation with the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency, the USIA determined:

that the documentary was "mainly of historical interest"
because the United States has "made great progress in
managing hazardous waste." Further, "the tone of [the film]
would mislead a foreign audience into believing that the
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American publicneeded arousing to thedangers of hazard
ous wastes"when"this is no longerthecase."

Scoresof otherexamples in TalcingLiberties showconclusively
that the flowof ideasinto and out of the UnitedStates is hardlyas
free as government propaganda and the mainstream mediahaveled
manyto believe.

Hullexpertly navigates the readerthrough the mazeof legisla
tion,civilsuits,highand lowcourtdecisions, andjudicialopinions.
Her exposition is fascinating, jargon-free and scholarly. One re
viewerwrites that the book readslike"a call to action."It is not. It
is, however, a convincing exposeof shameful laws.

Taking Liberties' onlyshortcoming is Hull's unqualified admi
rationoflibrarians' opposition to censorship. In herconclusion, Hull
cites ALA's reportLessAccess toLessInformation By andAbout
the United States Government: A 1981-1987 Chronology.
'" America's informed citizenry is a population at risk,' primarily
because of itsheavyrelianceondomestic sourcesof information that
areincreasingly subjecttogovernment manipulation." Trueenough,
butlibraries frequently contribute to misinforming thepublicby, for
example, relying almost exclusively on information provided by
mainstream US publishers. ALA's own cozy relationship with the
USIAspeaksvolumes of our profession's tolerance of censorship.
Hull wouldbe shocked to know the extent to which the cultureof
censorship has permeated the very institution and profession dedi
cated to thepreservation of American'srightto know.
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